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Gorbachev address today
MOSCOW (API - Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev will
deliver an important foreign affairs speech on television today
and may disclose whether-the Kremlin will continue its nuclear
test ban, a Soviet official said.
"It will be an important statement on international relations,
_and possibly about-the- moratorium -said the official, who spOke
on condition of anonymity.
He declined to provide more details.
State-run television announced Sunday that Gorbachev would
speak at the start of the evening news program "Vremya"
(Timei, which goes on the air at 9 p.m. (1 p.m. EDT,.

Elsewhere...
ny thr 4.1t•ociated Pre..

FRANKFORT. Ky. - Agriculture Commissioner David
Boswell today became the first of the potential contenders for
lieutenant governor in 1987 to make his candidacy official: His announcement was made on the steps of the Old Capitol amid the
cheers- of about 100 supporters and the release of helium-filled
balloons.
WASHINGTON - Congressional Democrats, stung by President Reagan's charge that Capitol Hill budget cuts in defense
would op,p the 9.9Init.r.KAPARilg- 73gailtuati4clii.,
S44-04.4111441%Y
spending plan would dramatic-ally change U.S. arms policy.
WASHINGTON - Near-Great Bend, Man., a lawyer is fighting
to make three farmers eligible to receive up to $50,000 each in annual subsidies from the federal government. The farmers hre two
brothers and their sister. ages 10 to 14.
WASHINGTON - Reporting domestic violence to police is an
effective means of preventing its recurrence, according to
federal figures that also show most law enforcement officials
classify such assaults as misdemeanors.
NEIL YORK - Most Americans believe the federal government has been lax in supervising nuclear power plants, and many
worry that the plants lack adequate safeguards. according to a
Media General-Associated Press poll.
CHICAGO - Their political arguments began over the dinner
table. But in a 1980s-role reversal, the long-haired father advocated nuclear disarmament while his clean-cut son defended
the Reagan administration's weapons buildup.
NORFOLK. Ia. - Hurricane Charley, packing 75 mph winds.
moved north off the Virginia coast, flooding coastal areas as
thousands of evacuees jammed highways and the Navy ordered
its ships to stay in port.
HELSINKI. Finland - Israeli and Soviet delegates meet here
today for the first formal talks between the two countries in 19
years.
Today's highlight in history: On Aug. IS. 1914, President
Woodrow Wilson issued his "Proclamation of Neutrality." which
was aimed at keeping the United States out of World War I. Said
Wilson: "The United States must be neutral in fact as well as in
name."
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News In Brief
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MONDAY AFTEHN(X)N, AI:GUST is, 1980

Supporters
predict tax
package will
get approval
WASHINGTON (AM - Congress faces a spirited battle over
landmark tax-overhaul legislation that House and Senate
negotiators approved over the
weekend, but supporters predict
oVerwhelming approval Of. the
package.
Each chamber will consider
he compromise when Congress
/returns next month from a
,i three-week recess.
The most sweeping revision of
-0 the tax COde in decades, approved by the bargainers Saturday
night, would:
_Cot individual taxes by An
• • age.6.1...pexclyit: and take
more than 4"- milltai 'lower-income comples and individuals
off the'tax roils.
.
--Place about three-quarters
ot Laspayt•I'S at the bottom individual rate of.15 percent and
reduce the top 'individual tax
t•ate of 50 percent to 25. percent.
some earnings'of the wealthiest
taxpayers would be .taxed at 33
percent or more
-Limit or repeal an array of
oopula r deili:ct ions.
-- Ire rease
he overall tax
burden on business by,..$120.4
billion over five years but
reduce the top corporate rate of
0; percent to 34 percent.
Most provisions of the bill
would take effect Jan. 1, 1987.
-1'hey said ma there it
ciruldn't be done. hut we did it,"
flop. Dan Rostenkowski. 1)-111..
leader of the negotiations and
chairman of the Ways and
Means l'ommittee, said
jubilantly after the conferees
ciimpleted their work.
"I'm thankful for Danny and
am proud of the Congress and
happy for the nation," said Sen.
liob Packwood, R-Iire..• chairman of the Finance Committee.
• The compromise was the product of a five-day marathon of
private in
between
Rostenkowski and Packwood.
Shortly' after 9 p.m. Saturday,
all 22 House and Senate tax
writers responsible for working
rnit the hundreds of differences
between the versions of the
legislation previously passed by
each chamber gathered in
publiC tor the first time in
weeks
'rwo hours lattsr. a was over
with voice-vote approval of the
iii: page sununary of what
Itlistenkowski and Packwood
had agreed •)tr
.
. President Reagan. who has
been cidling for such legislation
since 1954. hailed the agreement. rolling 0 "a triumph for

tar avow
it'ont'd on page ?l

300 Moss
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The Todd's Auto Paintstore sits smouldering today after a
weekend blaze destroyed the building on InAlustrial Road late Friday night. Murray Fire Department Chief
Hornbuckle says the cause of the
blaze is still being investigated, but arson is not suspected.
phot, ht

101.

Governor disputes Wilkinson's
assessment of Toyota plant deal
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(API
- The governor believes a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for her job is
mistaken in his calculations that
the state negotiated poorly with
Toyota Motor Corp.
Wallace Wilkinson estimates
the final cost of the state's incentive package offered to the
Japanese automaker will be
close to $200 million. That
estimate compares with the
state's original estimate of $125

million.
Wilkinson also contends that
adding in the cost of the bonds
used to finance the project
would boost the cost to nearly
$400 million, compared with the
projected $300 million.
The state paid too much to
lure the Japanese company to
build its auto plant near
Georgetown, the candidate
contends.
"I would certainly be interested in seeing his

mathematics. He is either als
informed or uninformed,- Gov.
Martha Layne Collins said in
statement through her press
secretary. Barbara Hadley
Smith.
Wilkinson said he based his'
estimates on an analysis'of the
state's contract with Toyota.
The state's construction of
sewage facilities for the Scott
County plant is one item he cited
(Cont'd on page V

GM says projeet still has green light
r•-•

Dust and smoke 'boiling' at Saturn site
SPRING HILL Tenn. AP Construction workers scurrying
around the General Motors
Corp. Saturn plant is enough to
convince townsfolk that speculation over the project being scaled down or scrapped is false.
Mayor Cfrorge Jones said his
eyes tell him the $3.5 billion
underta.kiit.. has not changed
course.
"They're working down there
like crazy, bringing in more
equipment each day." salt!
Jones of site preparation work
near his town 30 miles south of
Nashville. -Ey or morning. the
dust and smoke is boiling "
Speculation stirred earlier
this month when GM President
F. James McDonald said the

Saturn plant would be phased
in" gradually instead of all
once,spets of product I0I1 starting at
Mel tonald's comments followed a story in "Ward's Auto
W,11.1(1 . • that quoted unidentified
0.4'e r echelon '•
M employees
as saying the Saturn project
could be dumped Is a cost saying move That report follow
ed GM's dee isi4in to slash capital
spending
i9
by at least $4 billion by
satiorn Corp spok,„woman
Laurie Kay has repeatedly
assured city. county and state
officials that t4te-r•r0:fect still has
the green light. W4u-kers have
spent the summer clearing land
for the plant and arc expected to

begurdigging the foundation this
fall
The !.'ports to the outrarv
have not L'aused pant( aTnong
Spring Hill residents, who prefer
to rely• on the town's grapevine
rather- than the news media.
'Laurie Kay and them down
here are saying that its all
gossip.'' Said I LiV:(1 AleXallder:
a cattle and real estate broker
''That's all I know
*'1 can't see how they could
scrap it. They've already spent
I millions of dollars I with the
grubbing work and dirt moving
they've done.- .3dexander said.
I had a man tell me yesterday.
that the way they're building
that thing. its going to mak. a
heck of a nice golf course '
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Hendricksons gist,
support to MCM.4
Foreta•t
Tonight: Clear lam- in the
mid 60s North wind 5 to to
mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and
Pleasant. High SO to 55. North
wind 5 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
-The extended forecast !•alls ..
for partly cloudy Weather
Wednesday through Friday
witeh scattered thumier
showers.
1.1:111.1.S
letitlicky I Ake
Barkley I:ake

Dr and Mrs Stanford
Hendrickson recall last
season's program of the
y Civic Music Associa
t n in anticipation of the
. piling season.
To and Stan have been
tred.fOr over 10 years and
are long time'patrons They
dei(Iii'ffinThiirsTi:Ve.hrit74:tr
joyed these offerings over '
the years and consider them
a fine cultural contribution
to our community in yqich
many retired people live.-

--
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Calloway County students among
MSU honors program participants
Calloway countians Marcia
Ford, Lisa Shoemaker and Beth
Woodall will be among the 26
participants in the Murray State
University Honors Program
during the 1986-87 academic
ear.
Miss Ford, the top-ranked stu-

career in secondary education.
A 1986 honor graduate of Murray High School, Miss
Shoemaker is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shoemaker
of 1218 Dogwood Drive. She will
receive a four-year Presidential
Scholarship and will major in
accounting at MSU.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Dale Woodall of Almo,
Miss Woodall will also receive a
four-year Presidential Scholarship to Murray State. Ranked
second in her graduating class,
she has chosen secondary
education and education administration as her majors.
Students in the Murray State
Honors Program will enroll in
year-long seminars and participate in a variety of experiences outside of the
classroom, according to Dr.
Anita Lawson, director of the
program.
Honors Program students also
have the option of earning an
Honors Diploma. Candidates
for the diploma will
demonstrate competence in
mathematics and a foreign
language in addition to completing required setfflhars, earbing a study abroad credit and
submitting an appropriate
Honors Thesis, Mrs. Lawson
explained.
The Murray State Honors Program was designed to provide a
broader learning experience
and more enrichment opportunities for high achieving
students, she noted.

dent in the Class ot 1986 at
Calloway County High Sehool, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Milous Holt Ford Jr.. Murray
Route 2. The recipient of a fouryear Presidential Scholarship.
she plans to study history at
Murray State to prepare for a

hi(I% reach 75 mph

Hurricane Charley hits
mid-Atlantic states
\\ CITY. Md. (AP) —
Hurricane Charley buffeted the
mid.Atlantic states today, churning the ocean with 75 mph
winds and forcing the evacuation of thousands of coastal
residents after dumping torrential rains on North Carolina's
hiter Banks.
The storm was blamed for at
least four deaths. authorities
-zaid
By mid-morning, as Charley
'.0,ided northward over cooler
Aters. its punch was
.minishing. said hurricane
:orecaster Bob Case. "We expect it to gradually decrease in
The next 12 to 24 hours,- he said.
The death toll included three
people aboard a small plane that
cras-hed into the Chesapeake
Bay near Baltimore during a
harricane-spawned storm
Siinday.
Authorities said two bodies
were recovered from the bay
and the third victim was believ-d dead. And a Manteo, N.C.,
.%imian died when her car ap-parently slipped into a canal on
an Outer Banks causeway Sunlay. state Police said.
The causeway was flooded
(1 reported impassable SunJay evening; Elsewhere on the
fluter 'Banks. -a - -foot of - water

Toyota...
,Cont'd from page n

dir

as having cosrs potentially
h:gher than the original
..stirnates.
State Commerce Secretary
t'arroll Knicely described the
state's arrangement with
Toyota as -an extremely good
'teal." compared with the ar-angements made by other
.zovernments to land Japanese
plants
knIcely said the cbst of the
project would not, approach
Wilkinson's estimate of $200
million, adding that the total
..ost will be close to the $125
•nillion estimate.
The candidate said he is pleas••,t th,at 2,000-3,000 jobs and an
:S‘4141 million investment will
-t.-'m from the deal. However, he
on:ends that the negotiations
(odd have been handled better.

surged into the Dare County
Courthouse in Manteo, flooding
was reported in the Stumpy
Point community and water was
2 to 3 feet deep on the north end
of the Oregon Inlet bridge,
authorities said.
Charley caused power outages
and flooding of up to 3 feet but
little damage on North
Carolina's Outer Banks on Sunday. As many as 10,000 tourists
and residents fleeing the fragile
islands jammed roads to the
mainland for a short-lived
evacuation.
The hurricane knocked down
trees and signs on Virginia's
mainland Sunday evening and
left about 110,000 people without
power, but caused no major
damage, authorities said.
The storm also washed out a
250-foot section of Harrison's
Pier. a Norfolk landmark.
Hurricane warnings were in
effect today from Cape Charles,
Va., to Sandy Hook. N.J. Lesssevere hurricane watches and
gale warnings were in effect
from Sandy Hook to Chatham,
Mass.
At 8 a.m., Charley's center
was near latitude 38.2 north and
longitude 74.5 west, about 50
miles -south-southwest of Cape
-May%
-

Open water
scuba diving
course slated

An open water- scuba diving
certification course will be offered at Murray State UniversiWilkinson said "I think it
ty on Tuesday evenings and
went wrong froth' Day One Saturday mornings for four
because we approached the
weeks beginning Sept. 2. negotiations with an attitude
Studgnts may register at an
that we, had to have them
organizational meeting at 6
Toyota) whatever the cost."
Tuesday, Sept. 2, in Room 105 of
Wilkinson, a Lexington
the Carr Health Building.
businessman, made his fortune
Classes will meet from 8 a.m.
in a variety of business ventures to noon on Saturdays and freim 6
and said he could have saved a
to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays. Students
substantial amount of money
must pass an open water dive at
had he negotiated the deal. He
the conclusion of the course.
said he could have saved maybe
Those who complete the course
$50 million to $100 million,
will earn national certification
though he acknowledged that
by the Professional Association
the figure was only speculative.
of Diving Instructors.
Although the amount of the
Students must provide their
state's subsidy to Toyota has
own mask, fins and snorkel. All
been called into question before. other equipment and materials
Wilkinson is apparently the first
will be included in the course
Democratic candidate for
cost.
governor to challenge the deal. 4. Additional information about
State Sen. Joe Prather, another
the course may be obtained by
candidate for the nomination,
calling Ross Meloan at 762-6831
sponsored legislation related to
at Murray State or at home at
the plant's construction and is
753-0387 or Dale Bucy at
closely identified with the
753-6811.
Pre-registration is
project.
" encouraged.
•

Mifiray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only
$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.
Name
•

Address

_ Box No.

City
Zip

For Mote Information Call 753-1616

State
Phone(
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

'
,quiff photo II,

id I 01

Portable shade
Jerry Mills used an umbrella to provide a little shade atop a roller while packing ne%t pavement on
t..5.
641 near Stewart Stadium in Murray. Mills is anmploxee of Lake Paving compan3-,
subcontractors for
the Jim Sinith Construction Company in the fourlaning project.
fr

Tax-overhaul plan highlights
WASHINGTON (AP — Here.
are highlights of the compromise tax-overhaul plan approved by House and Senate
negotiators:
INDIVIDUALS
TAX CUTS: Three-quarters of
taxpayers would get tax cuts
averaging 6.1 percent. Several
million couples and individuals
would pay more, including
perhaps one-third of those with
income between $30,000 and
$40,000. More than 6 million
lower-income couples and individuals now on the tax rolls
would pay no tax.
RATES: About three-quarters
of taxpayers would pay only the
bottom rate of 15 percent. Most
others would pay a maximum of
28 percent on part of their earnings. Couples whose taxable income (after deductions and exemptions) exceeds $71,900 and
singles above about $43,140
would pay 33 percent or more on
part of their income.
EXEMPTIONS: Starting in
1989, $2,000 per taxpayer, spouse
and dependent, although upperincome people would get less
and less as earnings increase.
The exemption, now $1,080,
would be $1,900 in 1987 and $1,950
in 1988.

Three arrested,
charged, Sunday

STANDARD DEDUCTIONS.
$5,000- for couples, $3,000 forsingles.
DEDUCTIONS: Ends deduction for state and local sales
taxes: for consumer interest.
such as credit cards and car
loans: and the special writeoff
for two-earner couples. Severely
restricts deductions for medical
expenses and such
miscellaneous expenses as
union dues. Eliminates
charitable deduction for nonitemizers.
RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS:
Keeps present law for workers
not covered by company pensions and for those who are
covered but whose income is
$25,000 or less for singles and
$40,000 or less for couples. Some
IRA deduction would be permitted pension-eligible workers
with incomes above those levels
but would end at $35,000 for
singles and $50,000 for couples.
Even those not qualified for a
deductible IRA could deposit up
to $2.000 a year and the interest
could build up tax-free until
withdrawn.
TAX SHELTERS: Investments geared to saving
taxes rather than making profits
would be in trouble. Except for

Tax overhaul...

t('ont'd from page 1)
The stopping of a truck near the American people and the
the city limits of Murray Sunday American system showing that
night resulted in charges being we can rise to great challenges
filed against three Calloway on a bipartisan basis against
Countians by Kentucky State special interests and for the
Police.
benefit of the American people."
According to a spokesman at
However, the euphoria was
the KSP's Post I at Mayfield, the not unanimous.
men arrested are Jody Smith,
"I'll oppose it quite strongly.23, Harry K. Stevens, 24, and said Sen. John C. Danforth. 11Bent Harrell, all of Calloway
Mo., one of the negotiators and a
County.
supporter of the original Senate
State police said Trooper Den- bill.
nis Crawford; assisted by the
Danforth, who had lost some
Calloway County Sheriff's cherished provisions in the
department, charged Smith, the bargaining relating to the tax
driver of the pickup truck, with treatment of defense contracreceiving stolen property valued tors and investments by _univerat more than $100. The pickup sities, had pleaded for the contruck had allegedly been ferees to use the three-week
reported stolen in Arlington, recess to carefully study the
Texas.
deal made by Rostenkowski and
Further investigation resulted Packwood.
In an identical charge being filed•
Having lost in the conference,
against Stevens. who was also Danforth said he would carry on
charged with possession of a the fight in the full Senate.
handgun by a convicted felon,
Packwood did not Minimize
the KSP spokesman said.
the problems ahead in the
The investigation also Senate. "I think it'll be a spirited
resulted in a search warrant be- battle." he said. But he also said
ing issued for Harrell's he_expected.the bill to pass.
tesidence in the Pqttertown
....13y .1988. when most _of tlae
areaMdfraink the sear'cii—bir change's 'would pt. in effect,
officers. Harrell was charged -about three-quarters of
with possession -of marijuana
Americans would pay a tax rate
and drug paraphernalia. accot- of 15 percent. A couple could
ding to the KSP.
have taxable income
after
The three were lodged in
deductions and exemptions j of
Calloway County .Jail Sunday up to $29,750 before moving into
night.
the 28-percent bracket. For a

some oil and gas in
-most-passive- investment losses- generated by big depreciation
deductions — could not be used
to. shield wages, from taxation.
Real estate investments are a
big target.
CAPITAL GAINS: Taxed as
ordinary income.
BUSINESSES
TAX INCREASES - Taxes on
corporations would be increased
by 3120.4 billion over five years.
Hardest hit : profitable companies that have been able to
escape taxes because of large
legal deductions; they would be
subject to stiffened minimum
tax of 20 percent. Special breaks
for specific industries, including
oil and gas, timber and banking
would be pared.
TAX RATES: Top corporate
rate of 46 percent would drop to
34 percent. Small businesses
would pay as little as 15 percent.
MEALS. ENTERTAINMENT: Only 80 percent deductible, down from 100 percent_
INVESTMENTS: Credit for
investment repealed. Depreciation similan to present law but
less generous for buildings and
more beneficial for most
equipment.

single person the rate would rise
when taxable income exceeds
$17,850.
The plan would produce an
average tax cut of $204. ranging
from $37 for a person earning
under $10.000 to $2,857 for someone above $200.0(5). A family
in the $30.000-to-$40,000 range
would average about $226.
On the other hand, the till
would raise taxes for several
million couples and individuals.
including 'many at middle- and
lower-income levels. It would
repeal deductions for state and
local sales taxes. consumer interest and for two-earner
couples: non-itemizers would
lose a special writeoff for
charitable gifts. Deductions for
medical costs and
miscellaneous expenses wotilir
be pared. The bill also would
sharply restrict the number of
workers eligible for fully deductible Individual Retirement
Accounts.
Treasury Secretary James A.
Bilker Ill, appearing Sunday on
NI1C-TVs "Meet the Press,"
said he, has no worries that the
tax changes, especially the in.
.creases on businesses, will hurt
the economy

Wont'd from page 1)
MCMA Drive Week — Aug
25-29
Drive headquarters — Bank
of Murray. main lobby.
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oat Caravan
All Coats

25% Off

Any Coat or
Jacket Purchase
Qualifies you to
register for a
drawing of

FREE
COATS
for your
FAMILY

(Limit four, please)
Drawing Held Sun., Aug. 31st
Need Not Be Present To Win.
'Photos for illustration only.

$
Down Will
Hold Your
Outerwear
Purchase
Until The
Middle Of
November
(With regular

Coats
Storewide
To Select
From.
Includes:
Womens
Misses
Mens
Juniors
Boys
Girls
Infants

monthly payments)

Chestnut Hills Shorigiing—Cent•r
Murray. Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30
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PERSPECTIVE
Royko Says

Immortal Helga
Few of us attain immortal- more connected to the artisity; a woman called Helga tic process than any personal
just did, courtesy of the concerns. "I don't want them
American artist Andrew seen. There's an emotion in
Wyeth. She is the luminescent them that I feel very strongly.
subject of 240 previously un- about, and I don't want to
known paintings by Wyeth, stop that train of thought.
which the artist kept hidden When you show it to someone,
for 15 years from everyone, and they like it, you're
including his wife of 46 years, stopped, and if they dislike it
Betsy.
you're stopped — either way.
The other day the world Maybe someday they will be
received its first look at the seen, but not until I'm dead."
paintings after they were
But he changed his mind,
purchased by a Pennsylvania and only he and his wife know
art collector — for an undis- why. It doesn't really matter,
closed price in the multimil- as long as the paintings now
lions — and prepared for pub- belong to posterity. No doubt
lication in the magazine Art we eventually would have
and Antiques. They show a seen them, but Wyeth is only
woman identified only by her 69 and we are grateful we
name, a blonde with high may see them this soon.
cheekbones and piercing blue
eyes. The poses and scenes
We suspect we have Betsy
are characteristic of Wyeth's Wyeth to thank for that. When
work, but the intensity and asked what she thought the
jarring imagery are unusual. paintings were about, she anAlready, the National Gallery swered, very quietly, "Love."
in Washington is negotiating It may be that love was exto put them on exhibit next pressed only visually, but the
summer.
release of the paintings must
But the immediate re- have caused her some pain. sponse to the paintings
In the end she must have
focused less on their artistic recognized that the work of
quality and more on their an artist of Wyeth's stature
subject. Who is this woman? deserves to be seen. As an
What is or was her relation- Irish woman writer once said,
ship to Wyeth? Wyeth's only "Art is the only thing that can
comment on his reasons for go on mattering once it has
keeping them secret seemed stopped hurting."

Agree Or Not

By S.C. VanCuron

. Kentuckians Will have the op'pot/Unity to vote on two constitutional amendments in November.
The Superintendent of Public
Instruction's elective office now
would be changed to an appointive basis by a state board of
education instead of dective.
The second amendment affects
the office of mayors of first and
second class cities. The change
would--permit a second elective
term in the office instead of being limited to one at present.
In the past Kentuckians have
been reluctant to vote to change
the constitution, but have been
more adaptive to change in recent years. The last major
change in the constitution revised the state's court system into
four tiers and did away with
quarterly courts, police courts
and magistrates courts, collecting the various duties of these
minor courts into a district court
where a law degree and some little experience is required.
Education improvement is an
idea that has been uppermost in
the minds of the electorate since
World War II. Many, see Kentucky politics as a harmful influence under a system where the
elected official is prohibited from
succeeding himself under terms
of the constitution. Since they see
change necessary, leaders claim
an appointive official could do a
better job.
Qualifications would come first
in line instead of being a good
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vote getter and machirie
clan'. Secondly. an apfiotntive official could be fired.
While these two amendments
have merit in improving our
governmental system, other
state elective offices are due
similar consideration in the
future.
The only statewide office
changed under the present constitution came-under the amend,
ment to revise the courts. The office, of Clerk of the Court of Appeals was done away with and
made appointive by the state's
new Supreme Court. This reduced the number to six.
Two more could be eliminated
and never missed.
The office of lieutenant governor ended its purpose long ago
with the improvement of travel
and rapid communication. The
duties of this office are acting as
governor when the governor is
out of the state and presiding
over the senate when the
legislature is in session. The office has no other duties or power
unless specifically assigned a duty by the governor in power.
The high expenditures of this
office in weighing it against its
benefits to the taxpayers is not
noticeable.
The president protem of the
senate, elected by its membership, could perform these duties
just as well, thereby saving a lot
of money. The appropriation for
the present biennieum for this office is in excess of $3 million,
which amounts to nothing more
than a kitty for the lieutenant
governor to conduct a four-year
1 political campaign at the
taxpayers' expense.
As for the Secretary of State's
office, it is little more than a
glorified clerk's office that should
be appointive by the governor.
In accordance with the importance that should be attached to
it. the State Auditor's office is the
weakest of the bunch and should
improved to its rightful importance in government. Appropriations always have been weak in
financing the auditor's office that
is assigned the duties under the
constitution to check the expenditure of all government funds.
This could stop a lot of government waste and mishandling of
funds at all levels, from county to
•
state offices
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By Mike Royko

Number one Yuppie does the unbearable
To many of his Peers, Chicago
Hear Gary Fencik has been a
role model, the ultimate Yuppie,
a symbol of all that Yuppiedom
promises.
He works hard at football and
his many business ventures and
is financially successful. He
plays hard, roaming the world in
search of exotic experiences. He
is articulate and cool, almost
born to be on television. He is a
Yale -man: has an MBA. a
spacious condo, a fantastic wardrobe. and he rides a ten-speed
bike.
He even owns his own Yuppie
bar.
But now, some of his fellow
Yuppies are disenchanted with
him. Some eonsider him almost
a traitor to his own class. I
discovered this while lunching
recently with a group of
Yuppies.
One of them said: "I'm really
shocked about Gary Fencik. I
never thought he'd do something
like that."
Like what? I asked.
•
"Haven't you seen his new TV
commercial?"
Oh, you mean the one in which
he endorses the Cadillac?
They flinched at the word.
"Yes. The ... Cadillac."
What's wrong with that?
They looked at me coldly and
said: "Our fathers drive
Cadillacs."
One Of them sneered: "What
is he going to do next? Start
wearing those. gaudy plaid
slacks that old golfers'wear?"

Another snickered: "I suppose he's going to begin drinking
martinis with three olives on a
plastic stick."
"Or sweet Manhattans with a
cherry?"
Aren't all of you being a bit
harsh?
"Look, it's as if I gave up racquetball and jogging for bowling
or perch fishing."
"Or if I invited people over
and served them Velveeta instead of brie."
That would be fine with me. I
prefer Velveeta. Especially
melted on Wonder Bread toast.
"Be serious. What Gary has
done is like ... well, it's as if he
said he was going to vacation in
the Wisconsin Delis."
But it's just a car.
"Just a car? The car you
choose to own makes a personal
statement."
Maybe Gary just wanted to
move up from the BMW.
"Fine. That's why they make
the Mercedes."
Well, I see nothing wrong with
it. Obviously, Cadillac is looking
to make inroads into the affluent
Yuppie market. After all, you
are acquisitive, possessionminded, goal-oriented. You are
tomorrow's fatcats.
One of them gasped and said:
"We are lean cats. We work out
every day. Never, never say
fat."
I'm sorry, it just slipped out, a
figure of speech. The point is,
Cadillac obviously felt they
neeiled a, -CifWbfe Yuppie'

MATS MI BOY...TEN
YEARS OW AND ALREADY
HE'S CAPTIVATED BY MAJOR
NEVIS MAGAZINES...

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Here are some thoughts on
doubt and faith, taken from a recent novel by David Payne. Confessions of a Taoist on Wall
Street:

Doubt is the dark net with
which we seine for faith.
But both doubt and faith are
only stages on the way back
to the certainty which
comes, not from faith, but

spokesman, someone who could
longer a Yuppie idol? Or even a
persuade you that you can be
Yuppie? Will he become persona
youthful and still drive their car,
non grata at all the art fairs?
that it isn't ostentatious, but a
"I won't go that far. But his
measure of your acimage has definitely been
complishments and a mark of
damaged. We'll just have to wait
your discerning tastes.
and see if he takes the one fatal
"Hah," one of them said. "Do
step."
they believe that we can be won
What's that?
over by an obvious commercial,
"Smoking a long cigar while
that we can't think for
driving."
ourselves, that we can be led
around like sheep, that we all
have the same tastes? Waiter,
I'll have a white wine."
"I'll have a white wine, too."
Ten years ago
"So will I."
The Farmington Bank was
-Make that four white wines."
Nobody said you were sheep. robbed this morning at 9:45 a.m.
But there is some evidence that and an undetermined amount of
money was taken.
you are susceptible to trends.
Boy Scout Charlie Bazzell, son
"We are not trendy. That's
just a media-created stereotype. of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bazzell,
was presented his Eagle badge
Waiter. I'll have the cold pasta
a court of honor held by Boy
at
salad."
"Make that two pasta salads." Scout Troop 77 at First Christian
Church.
"Make that three."
Cindy Herndon, Anita Thomas
"And I'll have the cold pasta
and Melva Holt of Murray
salad."
Chapter, National Secretaries
Isn't it possible that Fencik
genuinely prefers a Cadillac, Association (Int.) have sucthat he was thinking for himself cessfully completed all six parts
of a 12-hour, two-day examinaas you do?
"Nonsense. He did that com- tion administered by Institute
mercial for the money. If he was for Certifying Secretaries, and
have achieved status of Certhinking for himself, he'd have
the same kind of car we drive." tified Professional Secretary
(CPS I.
"That's right."
Ann K. Bolin, Calloway Coun"I agree." ty Juvenile Probation Officer,
"Me, too."
spoke at a meeting of Murray
"Without question."
Well, what are the long'-range Optimist Club.
Twenty years ago
implications of this? Does the
" Dedicatio
n
massive
Cadillac- mean thatVittricia is no
Barkley Lock and Dam will be
Aug. 20 with Vice- President
Hubert H. Humphrey as principal speaker.
Final touch up is being done on
Mason's Chapel Methodist
Church and it is expected to be
ready for first service on Aug.
21, according to the Rev. Coy
Garrett, pastor.
Miss Patricia Ann Spann.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cross
Spann, and George Coleman
Oakley, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh L. Oakley, were married
Aug. 7 at Memorial Baptist
Church.
The Rev. and Mrs. Orval
Austin of Clifton Heights, Pa.,
have been the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Rogers and Mrs.
Jessie Rogers. Rev. Austin is a
former pastor of College
Presbyterian Church.
Thirty years ago
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker
resigned Aug. 16 as a member of
Murray Board of Education
after serving since June 1941
when she was appointed to fill
the term of her late husband,
Joe Baker. Maurice Ryan has
been elected by the board to take
her place.
John G. Ryan. president of
Ryan Milk Co., announced today
that James Garrison of Pontotoc, Miss., has been named as
general manager of the firm.
Gene S. Cathey of 12th AAA
Battalion, United States Army,
stationed at Staten Island, N.Y.,
from direct experience of
has been promoted to Specialist
the unity of nature and of
Third Class.
the world...
Mrs. Clovis Brown and Mrs.
But how to have such a "direct
Mavis McCamish were program
experience?" Be open to it. the
leaders at a meeting of Woman's
sages tell us — for that is all they
Society of Christian Service of
can really say.
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church.

Looking Back

Commentary:

Cars, clams and dangerous statues
Monday morning seems like as good a time as any to clean
up some bits and pieces from all over that have been gathering
dust around on the desk for several days.
The 1987 model year will mark a new high in the trend
toward more choices for car buyers, partly by offering more
cars born of joint ventures between American and foreign
automakers.
Are you ready for the Cadillac. Allante — manufactured in Italy
and assembled in America? A S30.000-plus Chrysler made
overseas by the famous Italian maker -Maserati? A Ford
minicar from Mexico or a new small Pontiac from Korea? How
about an upscale sports coupe with the reliability of Sweden's
Volvo and the styling flair of Italy's Bertone?
They're all coming in 1987. and that's just the start of the
parade, according to a recent reportin Changing Times — The
Kilpinger Magazine.
William Zitismeister is happy with his clam, now that he has
finally musseled it frbm the Canadian government.
Zitismeister, a Purdue University scientist, found the
75-million-year-old specimen July 2 on Ellesmere Island in the
Canadian Arctic, 600 miles from the North Poe. The fossilized
fragments indicate thirt the clam was more than five feet
across and possibly the largest in the world, said ZinsMeister.
The Canadian Ministez of Communication clamped an embargo on the scientist's fossil samples and equipment aper
learning of the find
"He apparently thought I was stealing Canadian treasures,"

Zinsmeister says.
He said he had to get a special export permit and shell out
$2.000 in air freight costs to bring the clam sample home. He
received it earlier this week, but said it eventually would be
returned to Canada.
The fossil — genus Inoceramus — will tell Zinsmeister
whether he's discovered a new species of giant- clam.
Protesters in Davis, Calif., have made their point in the controversy over a statue depicting two life-size joggers, and
the
work of art will be moved two feet,.
The statue, in front of the police department, depicts a man
and a woman running in opposite directions. The woman
is
looking back at the man and pointing her index finger at eye
level.
• There were complaints that the finger on the statue
posed a
danger to passers-by on the sidewalk
There were suggestions that the statue be turned around,
the
finger be melted down, warning lines be painted around
it, or
that it be mounted on a platform to raise the finger above
eye
level.
The solution Many agreed upon was to move the statue
back
two feet, extend planter boxes on either side to form
starrier.
and install lights to illuminate it at night
Artist Tony Isfatsoulas, who'had objected to any change that
would have destroyed the statue's "artistic integrity."
agreed
to the - move and called the lights a bonus.
- GENE Mee,TTCHIEON
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Poll finds people divided over use of nuclear energy for electriciR

NEW YORK (Alit — Most
Americans believe the federal
government has been lax in
supervising nuclear power
plants, and many worry that the
plants lack adequate
safeguards, according to a
Media General-Associated
Press poll.
The poll also found the United
States is divided over the use of
nuclear energy to generate
electricity.
In the poll of 1,365 adult
Americans, 36 percent said they
supported the use oil nuclear
power to generate electricty,' 35
said they opposed it, and 29•percent had no opinion or declined
to answek.
Fifty-ilx percent of the
respondents said the federal
government did a fair or poor
job in supervising nuclear power
plants. One-quarter thought the
government did a good job, and
5 percent thought the government did an excellent job.
Forty-four percent of the
respondents said they believed
nuclear power plants had inadequate safeguards, while 35 percent said the safeguards were
adequate. People who lived
closer, to nuclear plants were
more likely to believe the plants
were safe than those who lived
farther away.
Nearly 8 in 10 respondents
said most people didn't know
enough about the effects of
radiation to make informed
decisions concerning nuelear
power. And the poll also found a
strong correlation between
education and support for
nuclear energy; support was

highest among college
graduates and lowest among
high school dropouts, about half
of whom had no opinion about
the use of nuclear power.
Among college graduates, 48
percent supported nuclear
power, 35 percent opposed it.
and 17 percent had no opinion.
Among high school dropouts, 21
percent supported nuclear
power, 30 percent opposed it,
and 49 percent had no opinion.
Nearly half of the men and
slighty more than one-quarter of
the women supported the use of
nuclear power. About one-third
of men and women were oppos-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to
Previous Puzzle

ACROSS
38 Tantalum
symbol
40 Puts into
motion
42 Bellows
45 Basketball
league
47 Religious
devotees
49 Hold on
property
50 Partner
52 Tropical fruit
54 Follows sol
55 — tu,
Brute"
56 Make ready
59 Greek letter
61 Debase
63 Cultivator
65 Squandered
66 Printer's
measure
67 Before

1 Unit of
Danish
currency
4 Sworn
statement
abbr
6 Halts
11 Overlook
13 Ingredient of
BIT
15 — and fro
16 Manage
18 Americium
symbol
19 Compass
point
21 Abound
22 Unusual
24 Pierce
26 Inclined
roadway
28 Supplicate
29 Send forth
31 Fuel
33 Samarium
symbol
34 Football
players
36 Disturbance

Democrats oppose
Reagan\ military
spending plan

1

WASHINGTON tAPt — Congressional Democrats, Stung by
President Reagan's charge that
Capitol Hill budget cuts in
defense would open- the countryto Soviet missile attack, say his
military spending plan would
dramatically change I7.S. arms
policy.
Rep. Les Aspin. U-Wis., said
Sunday the House Merely was
continuing present policy by
voting last week to restrict tests
of anti-satellite weapons, block
production of chemical
weapons. force the administration to abide by the 1979 SALT II
arms accord and spend $3.1
billion on "Star Wars" reseach.

ed, while 18 percent of men and
33 percent of women had no
opinion.
Whites were more likely than
blacks to support the use of
nuclear power, and Westerners
were more likely to support it
than residents of other regions,
the poll found.
About six in 10 respondents
thought nuclear power plants
were safer today than they were
10 years ago. Only 16 percent
said the plants weren't safer;
while 5 percent said they were
about the same. Sixteen percent
didn't know or didn't answer.
Respondents in the Media

2

11

12

15

16
19

20

3 Erbium
symbol
4 Clan
5 Guide
6 Stutter
7 Small chlild
8 Hebrew
measure
9 Father
10 Looks ixedly

DOWN
1 Frequently
poetic
2 Perches
4

3
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SAY
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7

8

9
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17

18

21

22

23

12 Proceed
14 Ending
17 Harvest
20 Comfort
23 Hebrew
month
24 Yes, in Spain
25 Hot cross
27 Couple
30 TV's Jeannie
32 Instrument
35 Scholar
37 Shadow
38 Subdued
39 Lessens
41 Break
suddenly
43 Harvester
444
6

.
Antitank
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61

27

37

48

52
57
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43

44

59

60

49

53

54
58

63

because of chance variations in
the sample. That is, if one could
have questioned all Americans
with telephones, there is only 1
chance in 20 that the findings
would vary from the results of
polls such as this one by more
than 3 percentage points.
Of course, the results could
differ from other polls for
several reasons. Differences in
exact wording of questions, in
the timing of interviews and in

48 a
lobw
tFaror Texas
51Fencer's
sword
53 Actress
Moran
57 Hurried
58 Spanish
, article
60 Anger
.
62 Member of
Parliament
abbr
64 French article

64

66
671.

the interview method,.
also cause variations
Media General Inc , a
munications company hi.Richmond, Va., publisheRichmond Times-Dispati I,
the Richmond News Leader
Tampa I Fla. Tribune. arn!
Winston-Salem Journal in N ,
Carolina. The company - t.•],
sion stations are WXY1. ", •
pa, WCBD in Charle:-.11)ii,
and WJKS in Jacksonville i
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ROLLSBACKPRICES
We Are Continuing To Reduce Prices On 100's
Of Items Throughout Our Store...HERE'S PROO

t.

PRICE
ROLLBACK!

PRICE
ROLLBACK!

Sea Breeze
Lotion 10 OZ.
WASZSZ
NOW ONLY

64

Cray-count
Crayons
R

WAS Zet(
NOW ONLY

2.76

1.97

EVERY DAY!

EVERY DAY!

11111
33

42

General-Associated Press poll
included a random, scientific
sampling of 1,365 adults across
the country June 20-28. As with
all sample surveys, the results
of Media General-AP telephone
polls can vary from the opinions
of all Americans because of
chance variation in the sample.
For a poll based on about 1,300
Interviews, the results are subject to an error margin of 3
percentage points either way
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ROLLBACK!
Anchor Hocking.

Microwave
Turntable

Conair

1500 Waft Dryer
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Look For These Signs Storewide & Save Every Day!
These Are Just A Few Of The Rollbacks Storewide!
•

Now
Item

Alas

Wal-Niert Baby Oil, 16 Ounces

3 On Dispenser. 120 Count
Digital Clock Radio. No. 34636

Conair - Desk Phone, No. SW2602

• Rate is guaranteed for Full Term
choose the term-.
1 year or 3 years
Balance S5,000

Paducah, Kentucky 42001

(502) 759-1630

Benton. Kentucky 42025

28 73 23.87
29 96 27.96

4.93

Bike Key Chain Lock, No 362

4 84

3.97

Armor All' Protectant. 8 Ounce

2 74

2.38

96c

86c

4.32

3.96

Metal Folding Chair. No 162

7 97

6.96

Cannon

3.66

2.94

Boys Fruit of the Loom' 3 Pack Briefs

3.62

3.44

Boys Rustler' Denim Jeans 4-7

7.46

6.96

Toddler Blanket Sleeper

5.46

4.46

Quart

Santa Cruz Bath Towels

Murray. Kentucky 42071

(502) 442-9171

2.17

6 76

Elmer's Wood Glue, 1

• Federally Insured up to SI00,000 by the
Federal Sayings and Loan Insurance
Corporation

2 34

8 Digit Solar Calculator. No T1170611

Wal-Mart Latex Caulk

• Minimum

1.36

42 46 j38.96

2-Drawer Filing Cabinet

G.E

1.52

Only

LaCenter, Kentucky 42056

(502) 527-3193

(502) 665-5165

•Rates subject
to change
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MURRAY TODAY
Herndon-Court vows solemnized
Miss Noreen Joan
Herndon and Kelly
Alexander Court were
married on Saturday,
June 28. at 2:30 p.m. in a
lawn wedding at the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Anderson, 108
Shadyhill Dr.. Benton.
. The Rev. Michael A.
Gatton of Somerset officiated. Music was
presented by Timmy
and Tony Power.
pianists and vocalists.
and Miss Telesa
Lawrence, vocalist, all
of Benton.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert F. Herndon
of Rt. 5, Murray. She is
the granddaughter of
Mrs. Lucille McCafferty
of Murray. the late
Mark McCafferty and
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Herndon.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Erwin
A. Court of Benton. He is
the grandson of Mrs.
Mayme Cooper of Hornbeak. Tenn., and the
late Bruce Cooper.
The bride, given in
marriage by her father,
wore an ivory tea length
dress designed with a
satin underskirt, embroidered lace collar
and bodice and ribbon
lace sleeves. Her long
veil of illusion was attached to her headpiece.
She carried a bouquet
of ivory gerber daisies
and greenery. .
Mrs. Vickie Dial of
Murray. served as
matron of honor and
Miss Nancy Miller of
Murray .served as maid

of honor.
The attendants wore
.pin satin tea length
drtsses with ivory lace

Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Alexander Court
best man Kevin Court. rangement oi ivory and, Erwin A Court, was held
brother of the groorn.• kold daisies with pink at "Catfish Kitchen,

served as groomsman.
Ushers were Dean
McCrory and Mitch
overlays. They carried Steele.
long stemmed gerber
The men attendants
daisies.
wore gray tuxedoes.
The groom wore an
A reception followed
ivory tuxedo with a pink at the home of the
boutonniere.
groom's parents.
Erwin A. Court, - - The tab- le was
father of the groom, was decorated with an ar-

bow and streamers.
Benton.
Serving were Sue
Events given in honor
Copeland, Teresa Hern- of the couple included a
don and Shanda Crick.
tea given at the home of
Following a wedding Jane Miller, Benton,
trip to Gatlinburg, and a shower given by
Tenn.. the new Mr. and Jane Houghton and
Mrs. Court are residing Christine Tubbs in Comon Rt. 7, Benton..
munity Room of North
A rehears-al dinner, Branch of Peoples
hosted by Mr. arid Mrs. Bank.

Billington named for special honor
The National Secondary Education Council
announced that Jon
Mark Billington has
been named an
Academic AllAmerican
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Kay will be honored in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday. Aug. 24, at
Maple Spring United
Methodist Church, U.S-.
Highway 68 in Marshall
County.
All friends are invited
to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The
couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Kay
were married Aug. 25.
1936, in Gaylord, Mich.
Their attendants were
Claude Shannon,
brother of the bride, and
Ellen Wicklund.
Mrs. Kay is the
former Catherine Shannon. The couple had met
while they attended the
University of Michigan
from which they both
obtained Bachelor and
Master degrees.
The-ir only son.
James, died while working on his.Phi/ degree
in low temperature
physics at the University of Michigan. His wife,
Patricia Gleiberman,
now lives on Long
Island, N.Y., with her
husband. Abe. and
daughters. Rachel and
Deborah.
The Kays lived for
many years in Downers
Grove, Ill.
When they retired • in
1968. Mr. Kay was a
high frequency development engineer at
Western Electric Company in Chicago. He had
been the chief instructor
at the RCA Institutes in
Chicago for many
yeas*.
Mrs. Kay was an
assistant professor of

Mr. and itIrs. Riley Kaymathematics at North
Central College in
Naperville, Ill. ,For
Many, years she had
been the organist at
First United

Presbyterian Church in
Downers Grove
I3Oth Mr. and Mrs.
Kay were active in professional and cultural
activities in their home

area
fAfter their retirement
the Kays moved tp „Ow.
.Jonathan Creek area or
Kentucky where the.
now reside.

Gossipy Woman
Looks For Dirt in
the Wrong Place
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 65-year-old
woman living in the home of a dear

old gentleman as a combination
housekeeper and nurse. One of the
women from the church comes over
once a week to pray for the mister.
It has come back to me that this
church woman has been telling the
other ladies of the church that I
keep a dirty house.
Abby,I am frequently up all night
caring for the mister, and I'm so
pooped the next day that I can't get
all the housework finished, but
what right has this lady got to
speak so lowly about a few unwashed dishes? I am here 24 hours
a day, seven days a week!
Some people can be so unkind.
Now her gossip about my "dirty"
housekeeping has spread like wildfire in the church circle.
Should I go to the priest? I may
be a bit messy, but I am not dirty.
UPSET IN WISCONSIN
DEAR UPSET: Go straight to
the source. Tell the "lady" that
you are deeply wounded to
learn that she's been telling the
ladies at church that you are a
dirty housekeeper. Explain that
you are often up all night, but do
your best to keep the house in
order. It may not silence her
vicious tongue, but you'll feel
better. And it seems to me that
this gossipy woman who comes
to "pray" is in need of some
prayers herself.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: I wonder how
Now I am in a position to begin
Glenn Scott of Haughton, La., was payments, but I'm afraid to come
able to accumulate 204 pairs of forward bucause they might expect
socks in the U.S. Army (I presume full restitution. I am fully aware
that he kept one pair to wear after that I will have to pay penatties.
sending 203 pairs to his fiancee to and that is justifiable, but I can't
wash). Have they stopped holding pay it back all at once. How should
inspections in the Army?
I handle this?
I believe that Glenn and his
STILL HIDING
fiancee are pulling your leg (and
your foot). Do you know how much
DEAR HIDING: Come out,
space 203 pairs of socks can take come out, wherever you are.
up? What G.I. has that many Start repaying your student
footlockers "in the field," as Scott loan in regular installments:
says he is? On the other hand small as the amount may be, it
(foot?), maybe he is a supply will show good faith. Somesergeant who indulges in a bit of thing is better than nothing.
moonlight requisitioning.
Here's hoping you hear from the
•
Pentagon about this.
HOSE COUNTER,
DEAR ABBP: A lady wrote to say
WHITTIER, CALIF.
that her family chilled her because
DEAR HOSE COUNTER: I she accidentally called her brother's
have not(thus far) heard "boo" third wife by his second wife's
from the Pentagon, but I can name.
A slip of the tongue does occur. I
assure you that there was no
know. Mine was much more serious.
attempt made to pull my leg.
I was married for 10 years the first
time. We were divorced, then I
•••
married for the second time. On our
wedding night, after we had made
DEAR ABBY: I have not paid love, my husband kissed me
anything back toward my student tenderly. Then I called him' by my
government loan. I heard President first husband's name!
For the next eight hours all I got
Reagan talk recently about "getwas the cold shoulder. The next
ting" me for it, and I am afraid.
After graduating from college, I morning he told me that all was
was unable to find a job in my field, forgiven.
IT HAPPENED IN MARYLANI
so I worked for years at low-paying
jobs and couldn't afford to pay back
the loan'.
* •*

Mother-daugllter law firm will give diapers importance
DAVENPORT, Iowa
(AP) — Diapers will
share importance with
depositions in Patt
Zamora's new motherdaughter law firm.
Mrs. Zamora, who officially finishes her law
degree from the University of Iowa on Aug. 21,

iti*IDAY
SIg
RRI [li

The NSEC has
established the award
program in order to offer deserved recognition
to superior students who
excel in the academic
disciplines.
The AA scholars must
earn a 3.3 or better
grade point average.
Only scholars selected
by a secondary school
instructor, counselor or
other qualified sponsor
are accepted. These
scholars also are eligi'
ble for other awards
given by NSEC.
Billington who attends
Murray State University was nominated for thi
award by John A.
Thompson, chairman of
Accounting Department, MSU. Billington
will appear in the
Academic All-American
Scholar Directory.
published nationally.
The Murray student is
the son of Mason and
Wilma Billington and
grandson of Mrs. Latta
Boyd, all of Murray. He
is a graduate of Murray
High School.

Wierray Ledger & Times

10 !lurked), ecIrt• )1

said her daughters will
be partners and her
grandchildren will be

part of the plan as she
opens her long
dreamed-of practice.
Mrs. Zamora, 46, has
five children. A
daughter, Cindy Taylor,
27, commuted 91,000
miles with her mother
as they each gained taw
degrees in the U of I's
accelerated two-year
program.
Mrs. Taylor, who is

expecting her second in 197. A third children," Mrs. Zamora
child — Mrs. Zamora's daughter, Chris said. "If we work
fourth grandchild — in Frederick, will run the together, we want
about two weeks, will office for her mother what's best for those
take the bar exam in and sisters.
children. We'll put them
January and plans to
The firm will be on a first, or at least even.
Join her mother in family time-sharing with what we want for
practice.
plan, Mrs. Zamorasaid. the firm."
Another daughter,
"It gives a chance for
Cathy Zamora, is in law us to work together and
The 1-:titente Cordiale
school at Capital to work our hours out so het W een I
and
University in Columbus, that our children can be France was corn:110yd
Ohlo, and plans to finish home with their 111 1901

Bel Air Center
We are pleased to announce that Donna Swift.
bride-elect of Steve
Ashworth. has made her
',Walesa!. from, -ous
bridal registry for
decorative accessories.

Donna and-Steve will be
married Sept. 27th.

Chestnut Street 753-3314

40al
"1..

't

SPECIAL:

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
999. Burgers

Chicken
g Sandwich and
French Fries

.9.0.1,

Good

Aug 182

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel Air SVpping Center

'753-5242

Alterations & Summer Storage
Coats, Dresses, Suits .
Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters & Sport Coats

200
$

1 00

Each
Each

Prices Good 08 18.86 Thru 08 23 86

VW.,•......•■•••••
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DATEBOOK- Thompson will speak
Roger Thompson, Christian counselor from
Paducah who is in the office of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ each Thursday, will
speak to Young-in-Hearts Class at the church at
10:30 a.m. on Thursday, Aug. 21.

Milton gets degree
William W. Milton Jr., of Murray received his
BSE from Arkansas State University,
Jonesboro. Ark., in summer commencement ex
ercises. Kay Kelley Arnold, director of Depart
ment of Arkansas Heritage, was speaker.

Girl Scouts will register
Girl Scout registration will begin when the city
and county schools open on Tuesday, Aug. 19, according to Lynn Griffiths, Murray Girl Scout
Neighborhood Core Director. A Girl Scout
recruiter will be at each school passout forms
and answering questions about Girl Scouts. Also
anyone interested in assisting a troop leader or
becoming a troop leader is encouraged to sign up
at that time also, Mrs. Griffiths said.

Singing at Coldwater
A gospel singing at Coldwater Baptist Church
will be Sunday. Aug. 24, at 2 p.m. Featured
singers will include The Challengers. The public
is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

Kickoff on Thursday
Murray High School will have its football
chicken kickoff on Thursday, Aug. 21. at 6:30
p.m. at practice field at the high school. In case
of rain the event will be in the cafeteria of the
school.

NARFE will meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet
Thursday. Aug_ 21, at 9 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. The group will then take a tour of the
National Scouting Museum on Murray State
University campus.

Horton at Fort Lewis
Cadet Nick A. Horton, son of James N.
and
Frankie J. Horton of 900 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray,
received practical work in military leaders
hip at
the U.S. Army ROTC advanced camp,
Fort
Lewis, Wash. The six-week camp, attende
d by
cadets normally between their third and
fourth
years of college, includes instruction
in cornmunicatons, management and survival
training.
Successful completion df The advanced camp
and
graduation from college results in a commis
sion
as a second lieutenant in either the U.S.
Army,
Army Reserve or National Guard for the
cadet.
His wife. Cheryl. is the daughter of Glen
and
Francis G. Knauer of Rt. 2, London.

Morris at San 1)lego
Navy Seaman Recruit Mark A. Morris,
son of
Mrs. Wanda G. Miles of Murray, has
completed
recruit training at Recruit Training
Command,
San Diego', Calif. During Morris'
eight-week
training -cycle, he studied general militar
subjects designed to prepare him for
further
academic and on-the-job training in one
of the
Navy's 85 basic fields. His studies
included
seamanship, close order drill. Naval history
and
first aid. Personnel who complete this
course of
instruction are eligible for three hours-of
-collegeCredit in physical education and hygiene
. A 1978
graduate of Belleville Township High
School
West, Belleville, Ill., he joined the Navy
in April
1986.

UMW group will meet
The Executive Committee of the United
Methodist Women of the Paris District will meet
Wednesday, Aug. 20, at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Gleason, Tenn. All members
of the committee are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Hooper event Saturda'
Hooper Cemetery in Center Ridge area of
Calloway County will have its annual cleaning
day on Saturday, Aug. 23, starting at 8 a.m. A
basket dinner will be served at noon.'All persons
interested in this cemetery are urged to be present with proper tools to assist in the cleaning

Community events announced
Monday, Aug. 18
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
• Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. a,t lodge hall.
————
Calloway County
Democratic Executive
Committee will meet at
7 p.m. in Miller Courthouse Annex.
——— —
Callow ay County
Athletic Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in library
of Calloway County
I ligh School.
————
Physicals for
freshmen football
students at Calloway
County High School will
be given starting at 6:30
p.m. in training room of
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
————
Ladies' Tennis
(;rows of Murray Country Club will have a banquet starting at6 p.m. at
the club. For information call 753-0696 or
53-3862.
————
Purchase Area
Development District
Board of Directors will
Ineet at 5 p.m. at office
on U.S. Highwary 45
Yorth, Mayfield.
————
Parenting Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have an open meeting
with potluck scheduled
at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church, Benton.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
information call 762-6862
or 762-6851.
————
Summer Celebration
tutoring new personnel
in Murray School
System will be from 5 to
6 p.m. in commons area
of Murray High School,
Doran Road and
Sycamore Street. The
public is invited.
————
Tuesday, Aug. 19
Retirees of Local 1068
and other locals of
UAW -AFL-CIO and
their spouses will have a
covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. in fellowship
hall of First Christian
Church.
— ———
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway
Public Library.
' ————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
-At Calloway Comity
Health Center.
———
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

Tuesday. Aug. 19
Tuesday, Aug. 19
Murray Optimist Club elude Parents and Twois scheduled to meet at 'Year Olds at 9:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace and Story Hours at 10:30
Family Restaurant. a.m. and 3;30p.m, .
————
Free blood pressure
A representative of
checks will be given Social Security will be
froth noon to 2 p.m. at at Miller Courthouse
Murray Seventh-day Annex from 10 a.m. to
Adventist Church.
noon.
————
————
Senior citizens acHealth Express of
tivities will be at 9:30 Murray-Calloway Couna.m. at Dexter Center; ty Hospital will be at
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dexter Senior Citizen
Hazel and Douglas Cener from 9 to 11 a.m.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to and at Hardin State
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Parking Lot from 12:30
————
to 2:30 p.m.
Murray Christian
————
Women's Club will have
Diet and Diabetes will
a luncheon at noon at meet at 2 p.m. in third
Seven Seas Restaurant. floor classroom of
—— ——
Murray
Calloway Coun;
Second day of ty Hospital.
registration for l'Ats.(ray
————
Head Start will be f
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Ear
at American Legion
Childhood Center. N rth Building. South Sixth
16th Street. Far
for- and Maple Streets.
mation 753—— ——
-— — —
Events in Land BetMurray -Ca 1 1 ow a y ween the Lakes will inCounty Jaycees will clude Name That
meet at 7 p.m. at office Animal at 9:30 a.m. and
of Jaycee Fairgrounds. LBL Wildlife at 1:30
————
p.m. at Woodlands
Events at Calloway Nature Center; Iron InPublic Library will in- dustry at 10:30 a.m. and

1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
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Ladies' activities planned at Oaks
Ladies' day events, at
Irma Tuck and Denay
Oaks Country Club,will
Hargrove;
be on Wednesday, Aug.
TYP 9 — .Murrelle
20.
Walker, Bobbie Burks,
A luncheon will be
Mary Alice Garner,
served at noon with
Margaret Gibson. Sari.
Martha Butterworth
dy Lucas
. and Joann
and Carol Dick as coMintier.
chairmen. Reservations
Winners from golf
should be made today,
play on Wednesday.
Monday.
Aug. 13, have been
Other hostesses will
released by Doris Rose,
be Anita Thornton,
hostess, as follows:
Becky Jo Jones. Debbie
Medalist — Grace
Carter, Paulette Reed,
.lames, Sue Wells and
Vicky Olive, Martha
Padgett, Barbara
Wildey, Linda Ford,
Jean Watkins, Kathy
Wilson, Betty Thompson, Janice Johnson.
Pam Williams,.Carolyn
Parks, Carolyn Colson,
Debbie Pardue. .Janice
Compton. Dorothy
Franks, Beverly Fridy,
Sue Miller, Jean
McMillen and Leslie
Kemp.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Mary
Ann Steele as hostess.
A golf team scramble
wilLhe_played .at-9with Marge Hitz as
hostess, phone 759-9371.
Persons not listed may
come and be paired at
the tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee .1 — Essie
Caldwell, Paula Crouse.
Isabel Parks, Crystal
Parks, Kathryn outland
and Jea Genshock;
Tee
Burlene
Brewer, captain. Marge
Hitz, Peggy Noel and
Sallyanne Sawyer:
- Tee 3 — Doris Rose.
captain. Silo Stone,
Hazel Beale and Linda
Roach;
Tee I
Grace .James,
captain. Linda. Oliver,
Mary C 1,:rrob .ind Aria
Roberts;
•T e e 5.
I.au r a
Parker, to
Shirley
Wade, lacv Wells arid
Bronda Parker: Tee 6 —. Sue ‘Vells,
captain. Irene Worids.

Enrollm- ent _meeting
'of Murray Moose Lodge
will be at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
————
Wednesday.Aug.20
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be
. open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Youth Club Table
Leaders session will be
at 6:45 p.m. in church The most densely popuparlor of First Christian lated country is Monaco
with an average of over
Church.
41.000 peopte per square
— ———
mile
Covenant Prayer
Group will meet at 10
a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
———
Ladies' day golf will
start at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Ladies' day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m
bridge at 9:30 a.m. ant
luncheon at noon.
•' — — —
Executive committee
of United Methodist
(('ont'd on page 9)

Shelby Morgan tied with
Wells winning on count
back;
First flight — Shirley
Wade. first. Bronda
Parker. second, and Sue
Stone. third, all three
tied and placings determined by count back.
Second flight — Carol
Dick, first, and Irma
Tuck, tied and winner
determined by count
back. Peggy Noel,
third;

Third flight — Hazel
Beale, first, Mary Montgomery.. second, tied
with winner determined
by count back, Linda
Oliver, third;
Fourth flight — Martha Butterworth, Marge
Hitz, second, and
Sallyanne Sawyer, with
last two tied with placing determined by count
back;
Low putts — Doll
Redick.

Back To School Special
All Jeans 20% Off
All Esprit and Emanuelle
Sportswear 20% Off
One Rack

of Jean,
.810

off
s5. 19 Rack of Sommer
clothing.

`tIoutier Closeout 2A

ESTEE LAUDER
3RI\GS YOU A
SPECIAL OFFER
Today's Essentals
A 50.00 VALUE.
Yours for 15.00 with any Estee Lauder
purchase of 8.50 or more.

"••stmloKx:ar•I‘

Look to Estee Lauder for what's essential now — everything
to give you a fresh natural beauty — right here.

WE'LL BE WITH YOU
EVERY DAY OF YOUR DIET.
Our program works! Why? Because you work
with counselors like us. One-on-one. Everyday of
your diet. That special relationship produces
results. It's common to lose up to 10 pounds in two
weeks. The advice and encouragement you get
helps you reach your ideal weight. And stay there.
Call us for a free consultation.
And get a taste of how we work.

•Pressed Satin Eyeshadow Compact (Eyecolor Duo). To
•Polished Performance Lipstick.
•RE-NUTRIV All-Day Lipstick. • •
•White Linen Parfum Spray.

.

k‘r
'•,iranct,

•White Linen Perfumed Body Creme. Ir).
*White Linen Perfumed Body Powder

,o.er

•

1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020
7:00-12:30. 2:30-5:30
10:00-Noon Sat.

Diet

DIET
CENTER

Center
Hilo: It On.jump

‘t,

a'[ year lo-c

aa r,ct., creme
!flt' L-1r1Sr

e!r

•-•k

Come in for your offer from Monday. August 18th
through Saturday. August 30th. Offer good while supply lasts. One to a customer All prices subject to change
without notice All products made in U.S A Quantit
ies
limited.

• 118,ore Estee keuder
Sandy F'Ulton
Opal Milner
Jean Lee

.

Treatr I ient•1\1,114oit iptrogrance

ilwaisemmr*
411111.111rImmilardumr.

beetttyme*erryou-mtpt Me'to try!'
TREATMENT
Skin Perfecting Creme Firming Nourisher
2 Oz 35. 00
MAKEUP
Shadow Stay Eyelid Foundation
19.00
a
FRAGRANCE
BEAUTIFUL
' Eau de Radom Spray
.5 Oz. 18.50 2.5 Oz. 45 00

•-

morra41101111111....10~0111.1.~.•~0.110.010001.01110.1.0,011~.411.1~loilbs

•04,~..,,,,•••••••••••••mew.

•
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DR.GOTT

Crider reception will be on Sunday
The Rev. and Mrs.
[.eon Crider of Martin.
Tenn., will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
Aug. 24.
A reception given in
their honor by their
daughter and grandchildren will be from 2
to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of
Southside Baptist
Church, Peach Street.
NW-tin. Tenn.
All , relatives and
friends are invited to attend the reception.
The couple was married Aug. 29. 1936. at the
home of Mr. ('rider's
parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. W.E. Crider of
Murray.
Mrs. Crider, the
former Ruby Lee Todd
of Puryear. Tenn.. is the
daughter of the late
Garfield Todd and Attie
Mae Flood Todd of
Puryear.
Rev. Crider. a retired
Baptist minister, is the
son of the late Rev. W.E.
Crider and Martha
Crider of Murray.
They have one
daughter. Mrs. Joan
Lainhart of Puryear.
Tenn.; four grandchildren, Deborah
Henry Hicks. James E.
Henry Jr.. Pam Henry
Fuqua and Carla
Adams; and four greatgrandchildren.

Peter
Gott, M D.

How to help
stroke patients
DEAR DR.GOTT
What information can you give me on strokes and
assisting a patient in his recovery?
DEAR READER — Strokes usually
cause disruption of brain function. In
mild strokes, the disruption may be
minor and temporary. Other, more
serious cases cause speech and movement difficulties, as well as emotional
instability and trouble with the higher
brain centers that involve judgment
and memory. If severe,strokes can be
fatal.
As a general rule, a stroke patient
needs help in many areas. Mental
functioning usually tends to return
with time, but each patient needs support and encouragement during the
recovery phase. Speech therapy may
be mandatory. Occupational therapy,
which helps the stroke patient maintain contact with his surroundings and

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
Aug. 15, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Ross baby girl.
parents, Vicky and
Garry. 1601 Walnut,
Benton;
Perrin baby girl,
mother, Katrina. Rt. 1,
Box 115, Murray.
Lamb. Betty Stewart, Frances Bell:
Dismissals
Tee 8 — Patty
Tonja Fike and Lois
Mrs. Theresa GoodClaypool, Marion Poole, win, Rt. 4, Box 225. Mur-.
Keller;
Tee 2B — Betty Wilda Purdom and Deb- ray; Mrs. Sondra
Lowry, Faira Alex- bie Fike;
Holloway, Rt. 5, Box
ander, Sue Brown and
Tee 9 — Frances 932, Murray;
L_u_la Bingham;
Hulse, Dikkoe
Juanita PritTee 3 — Margaret Della Miller and Anna chett, Rt. 1, Dexter:
Shuffett, Linda Alex- Mary Adams.
, Danny Bazzell, Rt. 2.
_
Winners for play on Hazel; Donnie Manuel.
ander, Virginia Schwettman and Ethelene Wednesday, Aug. 13, 805 Farris St., Paris,
have been released by Tenn.;
McCallop;
Tee 4 — Betty Jo Pur- Cathryn Garrott,
James Garrison, 303
dom, Evelyn Jones, Bet- hostess, as follows:
Oakdale. Murray; Mrs.
Championship flight Belinda Taylor and
ty Scott and Billie
Cohoon;
— Mary Bogard and baby boy, Rt. 1. Box 1C,
Tee 5 — Jerlene Betty Jo Purdom tied;
Almo;
First flight
Sullivan. Rainey ApperInus
Henry West, 1107 Cirson, Louise Lamb and Orr;
carama Dr.. Murray;
Second flight — Donald Burns, 1681
Martha Sue Ryan;
Tee 6 — Chris Ethelene McCallon;
Oregonia Rd., Lebanon,
Third flight — Sherry Ohio;
Graham, Mary Bazzell,
Sue Costello and Gibbs.
Samuel Barfield, Apt.
Fourth flight — Lois 94, Davis Park,
Rowena Cullom;
Tee 7 — Molly Booth, Keller;
Hickman; Mrs. Nita
Edith Garrison, RebecLow putts — Jerlene Shumaker, HC Box 248,
ca Irvan and Mary Sullivan.
New Concord;

The Rev. and Mrs. Leon Crider

The lineup is as
follows:
Tee IA — Inus -Orr,
Toni Hops'on. Mary
Pogard and Veneta
Sexton;
.Nancy
Tee. 111
Haverstock. Peggy
Shoemaker. Nancy Fandrich and Jane Fitch;
Madelyn
Tee 2A

"See me for all
yourfamily
insurance needs."
Jane
Rogers
753-9627
201 S 6th

(

STATE FARM
,..„

WU!
,

INSURANCE

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

1,-•
,
s•.4°
,

DEAR DR. Gorr — I fell and dislocated several vertebrae. Six weeks
after the fall, my gallbladder had to
be removed. Is there any connection?
I'd never had any gallbladder
problems.
DEAR READER — There is no direct relation between the vertebral
problems and your gallbladder. However, there miglft have been something going on during your convalescence from the fall that could have
triggered a gallbladder attack. For
example, you might have been eating
a different diet; perhaps your inactivity (or pain medicine) altered the
flow of bile in a way that either precipitated gallstones or caused trouble
with the ones you already had. From
the information you supply, I cannot
draw any definite conclusions. However, the doctor who operated on you
might be able to establish a causeand-effect relation; ask your surgeon.
Dr. Gott's new Health Report on
IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME
explains the symptoms and management of this common problem. Send
$1 and your name and address to P.O.
Box 91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
Be sure to mention the title.
© 1986. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

-‘0,s

HENDERSON. Ky.
AP — Woody Wallen
has let his collection go
to his head.
The 54 -year -old
Henderson resident col-

lects hats, and so far the
year doesn't have
enough days for him to
wear his entire
collection.
Wallen estimates he
has almost 500 hats. Lined up on homemade
shelves, they form a colorful display.
But it's Wallen•s
tradition of wearing a
cap each day that has
given him the headpleasure .of actually using his collection.
Every day since 1982,
he has arrived at his job
at Whirlpool Corp. in

r

2-for-1
Super Saver Coupon
One Garment ,Cleaned FREE
when you have one like garment cleaned
at the regular price
Good thru August 30th
You must surrender this coupon when you bring your cleaning
Not good for storage

Evansville. Ind., wearing a hat.
Some hats have been
more popular among his
co-workers than others.
The hat that looks like
an airplane. complete
with wings and propeller was a hit, he said.
Then there's the hat
overpowered by a pudgy
lion's face and shaggy
orange mane.
Or the hat with a
working clock mounted
on the front, powered by
a small battery
underneath.
Or the slightly off-

INN MIN MI NM MI

QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

136CK-V
80-001.

Limit 1 free garment cleaned with this coupon

Le SPECIAL
"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"
'Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Aug. 23th, 1956

011EIS

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday. Aug. 16. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Todd baby girl,
mother, Carolena, Rt: 1,
Box 58C, Kirksey;
Underwood baby boy,
parents, Rhonda and
Roger. Rt. 1, Box 9C.
Puruear, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Jettie Holmes
and baby girl, Box 367,
Benton; Miss Patricia
Hayes and baby boy. 903
Minor, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sharon Burrell
and baby boy, 312 OMlege Ct., Murray; Mrs.
Cheryl Horner, Rt. 5.
Box 325, Paris, Tenn.;

Mrs. Carol Turley. Rt.
8, Box 400, Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy Kernell,
Rt. 1, Box 414, Murray;
Mrs. Loretha Oliver,
Rt. 7, Mayfield: Mrs.
Armel Jeanne Hamra,
Box 1-12, Hamlin;
Paul Copeland. Rt. 2,
Box 186, Murray; Mrs.
Virginia Gibbs. 911
North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Verna Card, Rt.
5. Box 899. Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Stations, Rt.
1. Box 548, Hardin;
Albert Daniel. Blum.
Rt. 6, Box 196, Murray;
Mrs. Pearl Welch, 102
Williams. Murray.

Miss Brenda Lee
Millikin and baby boy,
497 Cooper St., Paris.
Tenn.;
Ms. Donna Gay
Willett and baby boy,
Rt. 8
Box CI 0 ,
Mayfield; Mrs. Vicky
Ross and baby girl, 1601
Walnut St., Benton;
Mrs. Kimberly King
and baby boy, Box 25.
Murray; Jonathan Lee
Sirls. Rt. 7. Benton:
Mrs. Lisa Polivick,
Rt. 5.,Box 746, Murray;
Charles Randy Deering,
Rt. 1. Box 179A,
Murray:
Mrs. Melissa
At. 6,' Box
158A, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Newborn admissions Betty Sue Matheny, Rt.
and dismissals at 5. Paris. Tenn.:
Murray-Calloway CounMrs. Carolyn Sue
ty Hospital for Sunday. Steen, Box 18, Almo;
Aug. 17, have been Miss Meghan Murdock,
rereased as follows:
1909 B Greenbrier.
Newborn admissions
Murray;
Balentine baby girl.
Mrs. Mary Maxine
mother, Lisa. Rt. 1. Burkeen, Rt. 4, Box
Sedalia:
229A, Murray; Stephen
Nixon baby boy, Joe Simmons. Rt. 1, Box
parents. Teresa and 54A, Kirksey;
Larry, 1704 Melrose Dr.,
Corey Dale West, Rt.
Murray
7, Box 704. Murray;
Dismissals
Quint Guier, 1607
Mrs. Janet Lynn Magnolia. Murray;
Brinn and baby boy, Rt. James Hurt, 1004 Olive
7, Box 404. Murray: St., Murray.

North 12th
603 Wain

color hats with sayings
such as "Kiss me, I'm
horny" or "Sex instructor: First lesson free."
The pastel pink hat,.
however, has been
retired.
"I got a lot of ribbing
over that one," Wallen
said.
Most of Wallen's hats
have been preSents
from friends and
relatives who know of
his collection. They
have added numerous
hats touting everything
from businesses. racing
teams, baseball teams
and political
campaigns.
"My mother got me
this one," he said,
holding up a hat that
reads "Nobody knows
the trouble I've been."
The local preacher
brought him a hat from
Ontario. Canada.
His brother sent him
hats from the Olympics.
Traveling friends
have rounded out his
collection with hats

from about half of the handed another as a
states and from other promotion.
counties. including Ger"It just started
many. Korea, Holland snowballing after that."
and- the Philippines.
he said.
Even some strangers
Mrs. Wallen is just as
have contributed. SUCII
enthusiastic about her
as the hat from Rio husband's
hats — she
Grande Valley. Texas.
has brought home many
"I told a guy I col- for him
and faithfully
lected hats and he took keeps a spiral
notebook
it off his head and gave filled with a
description
it to me." Wallen said of each
cap. the date
with a grin.
Wallen brought it home
Wallen and his wife and who gave
it to him.
Ruth also add to the collection from their local
Wallen said he doesn't
travels. Some of the
have a favorite hat. but
Kentucky hats are he is especially partial
among the most color- to the ones given to him
ful, promoting towns by his two sons, who are
such as Rooster Run. both in the service and
Mousie, Buzzard's collect hats from all
Roost. Sugartit and over the world.
Henpeck.
His most expensive
Wallen did not start hat is rather unpretenhis collection inten- tious — a simple gray
tionally. His nephew cap advertising a local
gave him a denim hat car dealership.
several years ago with a
"This one cost me
chemical company $10,000." Wallen .said
patch sewn on the front. with a• smile-. "I had to
Then he wandered into a buy a car to get the
mall opening and was hat."

Sale
/
1
2 off
of the Clearance Price
On All Top Quality
Spring & Summer

Men's & Ladies Clothing
-lie Will Be Closed Fri. & Sat 22nd & 23rd
Reopening The 25th At Our New
•
Location Across The Street
In Dillon Manufacturing

Snap Shot
Photo

Laundry & Cleaners
7532552

Mrs. Theo Tuck, Rt. 2,
Box 122A, Murray; Mrs.
Sherri Vaughn, Rt. 3,
Box 165, Fulton;
Homer Williams, Rt.
2. Box 15, Murray; Mrs.
Lottie Grubbs, Rt. 2,
Hazel: Mrs. Oveller
Owens, Box 652, Cadiz;
Virgil Stewart. Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.: Charlie
Ellis, Long Term Care
Unit. MCCH.
————

Wallen wears different cap each day from collection

001CL_EA\
1E'ERSS

th& Main
& Poplar

reach a diagnosis, ask for a referratto
a neurologist. If you are having migraine, the condition might be both
treatable and preventable, using certain prescription drugs.

Hospital lists babies, dismissals

Golf play planned at Murray club
Ladies of Murray
Country Club will play
golf on Wednesday,
Aug 20.
A shot gun start will
begin at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not,listed
lineup but dasiring to
play will be paired at
the tee. Edith Garrison
-will be hostess.

develop simple motor skills, is often
useful. Psychological counseling
might be necessary. Not only may the
patient be frustrated and confused,
but he or she may become depressed
as well.
Physical therapy is the cornerstone
of rehabilitation. This might take the
form of passive exercises that are designed to maintain joint mobility and
muscle flexibility. Later in recovery.
physical therapy might involve gait
training, strengthening exercises and
education about how to dress and feed',
and bathe oneself.
There are very few stroke patients
who will not benefit from a rehab program. Ordinarily, this program requires the combined skills of family,
friends and professionals — including
physicians. therapists. counselors,
clergy, social workers, nutritionists
and a variety of specialists, depending on the individual patient's needs.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have spells
that start in my right eye,causing me
to lose part of the vision. Then numbness goes down my right arm and
hand, and my tongue gets numb. I
can't think clearly or speak the words
I am thinking. The spells take an hour
and I am left with a headache and allover "goofy" feeling that lasts several hours. I'm a 48-year-old female —
in good health, as far as I know.
DEAR READER — It sounds to me
as if you are suffering from migraine
'headaches. Check with your doctor
about this. If he or she is unable to

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING

L ....

Olympic Plaza. Murray
739 9317
Open Mon. Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m

me mos mo mi son ms mo
t

1
J

WHOLESALE STORES INC.
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepted
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Agencies to determine water problems
Tennessee fisheries
and water quality agencies and TVA have joined forces in a coordinated effort to determine what is causing
water quality problems
in Kentucky Reservoir
and actions needed to
remedy the situation.
During the next 45
days the Tennessee
Department of Health
and Environment, the
Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency, and
TVA will develop a proposal that will identify
the information needed
and actions required to
answer basic questions
of what may be causing
water quality Problems
in Kentucky Lake.
At a public meeting in
Camden, Tennessee.

August 6. citizens expressed concern that
dead freshwater
mussels, fish, and
asiatic clams;
widespread algae
growth; the spread of
Eurasian watermilfoil;
and low dissolved oxygen were symptoms of
a larger problem in the
reservoir.
The interagency
meeting was sponsored
by TVA and the Tennessee Department of
Health and Environment. It was generally
felt that drought in the
Tennessee Valley had
magnified the
problems.
Citizens expressed the
belief that underlying
causes of concern in
Kentucky Reservoir are

THE ACES®

SOUTH
AMERICA

not fully understood and
that coordinated action
Is needed to determine
what is happening in the
lake.

•NOW

SURINAME

At the end of the
45-day study period, a
plan, schedule, and
price tag for dealing
with Kentucky water
quality problems will be
presented at another
meeting in Camden,
Tennessee.
The date
and time of the meeting
will be announced later.
Meanwhile, TVA and
the Tennessee agencies
will conduct water
quality monitoring in
Kentucky reservoir to
gather as much useful
information as possible
prior to the next
meeting.

LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC.

9" JO

100 Miles
A

.60

500 S. 4th, Murray

Store Hours:
7-5 Mon.-Fri., 8-12 Sat.

Boundary in dispute

Suriname
III Population: 377,000 [1985
estimate]
•Area: 63,037 sq mi., slightly
larger than Georgia, bordered by
Guyana, Brazil and French
Guiana
•Literacy rate: 65%
•Languages: Dutch (official],
Sranan [Creole]. English
•Religions: Moslem, Hindu.
Christian
•Major industry: Aluminum
•
or crops: Rice. sugar,

19" Vanity & Top

Wednesday, Aug.20

Women of Paris District
will meet at 10 a.m. at
First United Methodist
Church, Gleason, Tenn.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Crawford's Service Station, Lynn Grove,from 9
to 11 a.m.
————
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living with
will meet at 2

13!
9

BE A MONEY SAVER

Community... (cont'd from page 71
Wednesday, Aug.20

Fte77pits7

SAVE
$11 75

•Per capita income: $2.600
11981 estimate]
NORTH
8-18-A
•K 103
A65
•8
A K J 976
WEST
EAST
•J4
•Q 7 2
South was quick to make use of
V Q 10 9 7
V 43
dummy's small trumps in a losing •Q J 9 6 5
•K 4 3 2
cause. He would have enjoyed a +84
4 Q 10 5 2
healthier score had he chosen a
SOUTH
more effective plan.
•A 9 8 6 5
•K J 8 2
•A 10 7
South won his diamond ace and
*3
ruffed a diamond in dummy. He
cashed a high club and ruffed a low Vulnerable Both
club back to quickly ruff his last di- Dealer: North
amond. Dummy's trump king and The bidding:
heart ace were cashed and a heart
North East
South
West
finesse lost to West's queen. South 1+
Pass
1+
Pass
still had to lose a trump and another 3+
Pass
3V
Pass
heart, and the slam went two down
4+
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass
6+
All pass
South's line of play was indeed a
Opening lead Diamond queen
very poor one, with his eyes only on
the. imagined need for diamond
LEAD WITH'THE ACES
ruffs iri dummy A much.better plan
South holds
8-I8-B
is available if dummy's clubs are
established
•K 107
V J6
After winning. the diamond ace.
•8 2
- South should lead a club to dummy's
4 A Q 10 8 7 2
ace and ruff a low club. The ace and
East
South
West
North
king of trumps come next, and a di1+
2+
Pass
2•
2 NT
amond is discarded on dummy's
Pass
3 NT
All pass
club king. A low club is ruffed to esANSWER: Diamond eight. Surely
tablish the suit, and now it's time
East has the club king. Try to reach
for a diamond ruff in dummy. Departner for a club lead through.
clarer runs dummy's clubs, discardSend bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
ing hearts from his hand, and East
12383. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
is limited only to his natural trump
stamped envelope for reply
trick
Copyrtibt. 1985. United Feature Syndicate

753-6450

Exterior Flat
Acrylic Latex

u iM
tsal

BOBBY WOLFF

"If you gg slowly.
Time will walk behind you
Like a submissive ox."
— Juan Ramon Jimenez.
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p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
————
Residence halls on
Murray State University campus will open at
noon.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Wildflower Basics
at 9:30 a.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skyw,alk at 11 a.m. and 2
_p.m_,_.a/ Golden Pond
-Visitor Center.
———

SAVE
$20"

SAVE
204

VISA

Rely-On
Latex
Caulk
Tube

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!

Start your home
improvement today.

111111

(6 103

We have what it takes!

IliL
• <Y.04 17.-

,

CASH & CARRY

-

aT

I

r

,,411a

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

4r.es.

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater - Qpen Monday
Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m

Scott Towels

Chicken of the Sea
In Oil or Water

•

Tuna
61/2 0Z

58

Totino
Assorted Variety

Paper Towels
Jumbo Roll

Pizza

,
0,1)), 31$200

88

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Field
Pro-Leaguer
Potato Chips or Mt. Dew
,--..
Reg $1.39
I Wieners,=
8 Pk 16 Oz
Charles Chips

12 0z. Pkg.

89° $ 59
Plus Deposit

Turner 1/2% Milk

Gal $ 1
Nabisco Premium

Field

Bologna

Saltine Crackers

88°
44( y Made
Scott Leader

Reelic40
Hot or Mild

Flour

79

5 Lb

Sausage
$
19
1 Lb

1

98

Vlasic
Polish or Kosher
Field

g;;;;;P,TLIgguer
t...•

Dill Spears

''''''
...do
24 Oz.

Turner Ice Cream

98°
4 Qt Pail

Thompson Seedless

Red

White Grapes

Potatoes

359

Red Ripe

Peaches

69°
69°
Grapefruit
Lemons
Onions
1 2 990 3/99°
1 19
Sunkist

4

•

Red

Yellow

.48 Ct

5 Lb eag

.0•11111•••

VI

„
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Grand jury probing KIPDA purchases

"Holy moley. Loretta! Not only is it still there,
look what it did to the end Of my stick!”

LOUISVILLE. Ky.
(AP I — Records recently seized by the FBI and
subpoenaed by a federal
grand jury show that the
Kentuckians Regional
Planning and Development Agency apparently has been sending
checks to a post office
box rented by one of its
employees, according to
a published report.
The Louisville
Courier -Journal
reported in its Sunday
editions that the checks,
totaling more than
$14,000, were issued to a
company called C & J
Service during the past
year for office supplies.
According to U.S. Postal
Service records examined by the newspaper.
the box was rented by

Dr. A.H. Titsworth
announces the partnership \\ ith

Dr. James B. Pickens
for the

.Practice of General Dentistry
-00 Main Street

Murray, Kentucky

• Office Ihmrs
By Appointment

Telephone
-53-5052

Sharon Haub, KIPDA's
operations director.
Ms. Haub is in charge
of ordering office supplies for the Louisvillebased agency that
serves Jefferson.
Oldham. Bullitt, Henry,
Shelby. Spencer and
Trimble counties in
Kentucky, plus Clark
and Floyd counties of
southern Indiana. The
agency offers regional
planning and advice to
local governments in
areas such as transportation and land use and
is one of 15 such agencies in Kentucky. It
reports to a 25-member
board made up of county judges and other

OBITUARIES

elected officials from
the member counties.
The newspaper said in
Sunday's editions it
learned of C & J Service
by examining KIPDA
records before they
were recently seized by
the FBI. The company
has no addressiar phone
number and is not listed
as a corporation in Kentucky or Indiana. It has
no Sinking Fund
registration, which is
required of any firm doing business in
Louisville or Jefferson
County.
Ms. Haub applied for
the box on May 29, 1985,
according to postal
records, about a month

Pierce lleDougal

before KIPDA wrote a.
series of checks to C 8z J
Service. The newspaper
Pierce McDougal, 79, Morganfield; one stepstory said it could not be
learned whether KIPDA of Rt. 8, Murray, died son, Jimmy Shelton and
actually received any Saturday at 1:10 p.m. at wife. Shirley, Rt. 8,
goods for which it paid C his home. His death Murray.
followed an extended
Also surviving are
& J Service.
three sisters, Mrs. HarAbout a dozen of the illness.
A retired farmer, he rell (Beatrice) Broach,
checks written to C & J
Service were endorsed was a veteran of World Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
with the name "William War 11 and a member of Estelle McDougal, MurSeventh and Poplar ray, and Mrs. Vermeil
Chambers," which is
Church
of Christ.
Key, Rt. 7. Murray; 14
the name of a KIPDA
Born Dec. 16, 1906, in grandchildren; eight
accountant who left the
Calloway County, he great-grandchildren.
agency early this year
was the son of the late
The funeral is today at
and now works for a
Frank McDougal and , 2 p:m. in the chapel
of
Lexington hospital.
Effie Garner McDougal. Blalock -Colem
an
Chambers told the
He is survived by his Funeral Home. John
newspaper that he had
wife, Mrs. Edith Meeker Dale is officiating with
never heard of C & J
McDougal, to whom he Jerry Bolls directing
the
Service and had never
was married on Dec. 3, song service.
ordered supplies.
1940; one daughter,
Grandsons serving as
Mrs. Eddie (Suzanne) pallbearers are Terry
Jackson. Paducah; McDougal: Randy
three sons. Bobby Shelton, Robert
BERLIN (AP) — Two concrete barrier that reach the top of the wall. McDougal and wife, McDou
gal, Sean
Communist East Ger- splits the city.
The soldier on top then Laura. Benton, Gene McDougal, Scott
man border guards
The two guards made pulled the other up McDougal and wife, McDougal
and Steve
escaped over the Berlin their escape at a sparsebehind him, Pettner Lou, Rt. 2. Murray, and McDougal.
Wall. scaling the barrier ly guarded area of the said.
Joe Buddy McDougal
Burial will follow in
and then tossing their Wall. between GrossThey threw their and wife, Trisha, Elm Grove Cemetery.
guns back into the East, Ziethen, an East Berlin
weapons back over the
West Berlin police said suburb, and West wall and walked into _a
Eva
today.
Berlin's Neukoelln
nearby West Berlin
The escape Sunday district, a West Berlin
restaurant to announce
Mrs. Eva Fitzgerald, Hazel Park, Mich.; one
evening was the first police spokesman, Axel the escape. Pettner
61,
died Saturday at 2 sister. Mrs. Alvena
reported over the Wall Pettner said.
said.
since the ceremonies on
They told police that
West Berlin police did p.m. at her home in Dunlap, Rt. 4, Murray;
Wednesday com- no one saw them as one
two brothers, Homer
not release the identities Hazel.
She was a member of Taylor. Murray. and
memorating the 25th an- guard boosted the other of the escapees
or addiTabernacle Baptist A.W. Taylor. Hazel
niversary of the gray up on his shoulders to
tional details.
Church, Hazel Park, Park, Mich.; two
Mich.
grandchildren.
Born Nov. 15, 1924, in
Services will be TuesStewart County, Tenn.. day at 2 p.m. in the
TOULON, France early today in the ty, killing the driver
and she was the dau'ghter of chapel of Miller Funeral
(AP) — A car transpor- downtown of this all three passenge
rs. the late Homer Taylor Home. Hazel. The Rev.
ting explosives blew up Mediterranean port ci- police
reported.
and Thedus Spurgeon James Garland will ofThe dead were not im- Taylor.
ficiate. Mrs. Oneida
mediately identified by
Survivors are her hus- White will be pianist
police. but French news, band, Vincent FitBurial will follow in
13ROWNSVILLE, Ky. to a letter from state reports, quoting
uniden- zgerald. to whom she White Chapel Cemetery
(AP) — The Edmonson Corrections Cabinet tified police sources. was married on July
26. in Troy, Mich. ,
County jail, acting on Secretary George said .invest
igators 1941; one daughter,
Friends may call at
orders from the state. Wilson.
believe they were ter- Msr.4. Donna Russell, the funeral home.
will begin transferring
40,
rorists killed by the
•
• Air
its long-term prisoners
County -Jailer Carlos premature detonation of
to facilities in other Davis said that means their own bomb.
counties Oct. 1. the financially strapped
The explosion, at
The jail also will be county will have to pay about 1 .a.tn:
near
Edward S. McKinzie, one sister, Mrs. Ona
reclassified as a 96-hour the expense of transpor- Toulon's centra
l 78, Rt.- 6, Murray. Kay
Holliday, Northern
holdover because it fails ting prisoners to and tnarket, shredded
the Center Ridge SubdiviKentucky; one brother.
to meet some state lodging them in jails in car and started fire
a
in sion, died Saturday
at Richard McKinzie,
regulations, according other counties.
a nearby building.
2:46 a.m. at his home.
Lakeland Wesley
' A retired electrician, Village, Benton; three
he had lived in Calloway grandchildren; one
County
Mince 1972. H'e great-grandchild.
111111,t\i'lljE-.U.•
r
was a veteran of World
Memorial services
War It and a member of will be Tuesday at 10
Veterans of Foreign a.m. in the chapel of
Wars.
Industrial Average. .
Blalock -Coleman
133/
1
4 unc
Previous Close
Survivors are two Funeral Home. The
1851.24
Ingersoll Rand
581
/
4 -%
Air Products
Jerrie()
33%
. 23B 23%A daughters, Mrs. Roy Rev. Marvin L. Napier
American Telephone
(Maria) Menz, Scott Ci- will officiate
23% + l/s
Kmart
Briggs 8: Stratton
ty. Mo., and Ms. Rachel
The body has been
Kroger.......
32% + 5/s
-63/
3
4 -1/8
Chrysler
McKinzie, Chicago, Ill.; cremated.
38% -%
Overnight Trans
.5732 +4
'V2
1
CSX Corp
29% -%
JCPenney
..78% -1
Dean Foods
Penwalt
26% -1/s
• 51% -1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store.. 171/4B 17%A
Quaker Oats
Exxon
Sears
65% +%
•
Ford
59 unc
Texaco
Bryan Staples, 89. of Mrs. Marshall (Karen I
G.A.F.
Time Inc.
.33% +
8
41:
81
2
3:
/V42 +u--113/
/
/c82.1 Overland Park. Kan., Ferrell, Lawton, Okla.,
General Motors
.70% -1
U.S.Tobacco
/
4
43% -1
/
4 formerly of Kirksey, and Mrs. Jerry (Lynda)
GenCorp, Inc.
/4 -11
Wal-Mart
died Sunday at 10:30 Cohagan, Olathe. Kan.;
723
/
2
461/s
Goodrich,
Wendy's
38% -1
/
2
12 une- p.m. at St. Joseph t wogreatGoodyear
32% - I/8
C.E.F. Yield
5.99 Hospital. Kansas City. grandchildren, Andrea
Mo.
Ferrell and Ryan
WOODMAN BUILDING
His wife, Mrs. Robbie Ferrell.
BETTY BOSTON
300 MAPLE STREET
Watson Staples, died
Also surviving are
JACK UDDBERG
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Nov. 3, 1985. A retired three sisters, Mrs. Pearl
753-3366
PAT GOSSUM
farmer, he was a Short, Rt. 2. Murray,
member of Locust Mrs. Ora Nell Mohler,
Grove Church of the Columbus, Ohio, and
Mrs. Tommy (Anna)
Nazarene.
Born March 31, 1897, Sammons. Las Vegas,
in Calloway County, he Nev.; two brothers,
was the son of the late Wilson Staples.
James Monroe Staples Haubspadt. Ind.. and
and Lucy Ora Magness Zack B. Staples, TucStaples.
son. Ariz.
He is survived by one
Blalock -Coleman
son, Rob L. Staples and Funeral Home of Murwife, Marcella, ray will be in charge of
Overland Park. Kan.; the funeral and burial
two granddaughters. arrangements.

Fast German border guards escape over wall

Mrs.

Fitzgerald

Car carrying exlosiv es blinks up in France

Jail to transfer prisoners

.0

Holy
Moses!
He had to be Holy to do what he did. When's the last
time you parted the sea?
Some interesting things happen at the- Youth' Club
meetings too. We haNe a real nice dinner and play games.
After that we may study, sing in a choir, do arts and crafts
and other things. The only age limitation is that you must
he alive.
It sure beats hanging out on the square. Call 753-3824
and find out how you can join in the fun.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David(' Roos. Minister

IRTAI

AEdward S. McKinzie

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market

•

Bryan Staples

MORGAN,TREVATHAN Er GUNN,INC.

INSURANCE OF MURRAY

"Our
insurance
gives you
more than a
sense of
security'

JUST ONE STOP
,•BUSINESS

Miss Rub) Gill
Miss Ruby Gill, 34, of
Rt. 2. Hazel, died today
at 12:17 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Miller Funeral Home

Hog market

•HOME
•CAR
•LIFE

1-

*HEALTH
•Graduate of Leadership Murray Class of 1985
•Parents are Charles and Mary Elinor Outland
'Married to the former Tamara Winstead of Clay, KY
'Member of Murray City Council.
'Member of The Murray Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Ambassadors Committee
•Boen_attivetwAlb the varigus tat, aiser s. for_thaltray.
Scouts. Had _Cross and Murray State Cargaiss..Club.

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
'Hearing Aids Sold
On 30 Day Trial
•Batteries/Service
All Makes
—Board Certified—
_ _ Hearing Aid..
•
Specialists

753-8055

OLYMPIC

PLAZA •- MURRAY • PH. 753 - 4000

State Market %ea. keri, it e
attitrust 1/1. 111110
Rentuck) rurrhase 11n-a ii0E Market
Report Includes 0 Mu,fog ...tattoo.
Receipts: Art. 1303 FAt *MI Darrow•
41114s •terd• %oak under Son *dead)
to 1.1111 lomer n•er !dm 111.• 3.114I 4 MI
looser.
1 .14 1 2 220 230 lb..
9114.1111-114.25
ISIT 2WN 2211 lb..
$01.00 114.110
I 31 2 3 220234' lb.
!RINI 84.1111
152.311-113.30
Lbs.
34
Sow•
S I 2 270 1311 lin.
MAW 32.011
$51.01 .52.31
I S I 3 MO 4.544 LA..
IS I 3 430 SOO lAm.
$32.011 33.00
.3(her 5011 I.M.
I
533.0150.50
11111
t !I 2 3 MO Non 1.1s.
Rears $43 110 44 30

2.10 no

Mike Outland — Agent
'Native of Calloway County
•Been in the Insurance Business since 1979
•Graduate of Murray High School and Murray State
University
'Member of The Murray Lions Club Currently serv
ing as President.
•Member of First Baptist Church Setves as a Deacon.
• SundeviSchoot-DepertmliKi Director- and Teacher
'Member of the Murray State-Racer Club

of Hazel will be in
charge of the funeral
and burial
arrangements.

STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Aid Center
206 S. 4th. Murray

NOTICE
We Haul White
Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
KU STUMP REMOV A
Mechanically removed
24" Deep
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr
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Ag department report says bumper grain
harvests dampen prospect of price rally
U.S. Department of
Agriculture reports
released last week bring
more gloom to grain
farmers. Both corn and
soybean harvest expectations are up considerably over earlier
estimates.
USDA estimates of
the fall's harvest of corn
increased to 8.32 billion
bushels from previous
estimates of as low as
7.65 billion bushels. Soybean harvest estimates
increased to 1.98 billion
bushels from earlier
estimates of 1.83 billion
to 1.96 billion bushels.
These harvest expectations further dampen
any hopes of significant
price rallies in the next
12 months, said Steve
Riggins. University of
Kentucky Extension
agricultural economist.
In addition to inflating

harvest expectations for pected (effectively $4.56
both corn and soybeans. as a result of Gramm
USDA also increased its Rudman mandatory
estimates of the amount cuts), harvest prices
of carryover for both likely will be low," Rigcrops, with corn car- gins said.
ryover expected to be a
Corn at harvest may
record 5.38 billion
be as low at $1.45 to $1.50
bushels and soybeans at
per bushel and soybeans
1100 million bushels.
may be as low as $4.20
"The mammoth carper bushel. Prices will
ryover, coupled with an
expected large harvest, rise only modestly to enmakes prospects of tice producers to
price improvements redeem grain in
storage, with a maxdismal," Riggins said.
imum perhaps of only 25
Grain farmers will be cents per bushel above
awaiting the announce- the loan rate for corn
ment of new loan rates during the after-harvest
for soybeans next year. period and only slightly
The announcement above that for soybeans,
must be made by USDA Riggins said.
Secretary Lyng before
In addition, the
the end of this month, larger-than-expected
Riggins said.
harvest will continue to
"If Secretary Lyng put pressure on storage
announces the soybean facilities that are
loan rate at $4_77 as ex- already nearly filled to

capacity with last
year's grain.
In response to the
storage situation, President Reagan announced
early last week that he
will direct USDA to permit grain stored on the
ground to be eligible for
price support loans.
USDA officials are
said to have indicated
that there may be some
penalty assessed for the
grain stored on the
ground - as much as five
cents per bushel.
In explanation, one
USDA official said that
grain stored on the
ground for nine months
might not meet the standards of quality that
bin-stored grain would,
and any reduction in
price that USDA received for the grain would
be deducted from the
price paid to the farmer.

Tobacco profits may top $1,000 per acre
according to projections made by UK
Efficient Kentucky on which these projec- rates and costs we have
ed a ton per acre of
burley producers may tions are based is 260 included in our
limestone, two applicaexpect to bring home pounds per acre above estimates he could extions of fertilizer and
profits of $1,000 an acre the state average of pect to harvest 2,700
one each of herbicide
2,340 pounds per acre pounds per acre." said
this fall.
and pesticide. AddiProjections made by harvpsted in 1984. That Joe Smiley, tobacco
tional applications of
the University of Ken- harvest was the second specialist in the UK Colfungicide and pesticide
tucky Department of highest average on lege of Agriculture.
were included at
Agricultural Economics record.
transplanting. The
suggest that farmers
The projection, a growth stage estimates
But the experts inwho have followed UK
volved believe the detailed version of included costs for an approduction .recommenwhich is available from plication each of
figures are realistic.
dations, have moderate
county agricultural Ex- •pesticide and
investments in land and
"The figures we've tension agents suckercide.
facilities, and hire labor based our projection on
throughout the state,. inpt prevailing rates are not unrealistic,
...eludes fumigation of the
Otter costs included
should harvest' 2,700- When • Sriiii take a
tobacco bed, two doses in the estimate involved
pounds per acre at a . statewide average of
fertilizer on the bed, such minute details as
cost of production of you've got the best pro- an
application each of the expense of replacing$1.08 per pound.
ducer in the state fungicide, pesticide and an average 100 tobacco
The projected lumped in there with the herbicid
e, as well as the sticks per acre, taxes on
average support price' very worst. If a farmer costs
for the seed and a the tobacco barn and
for the 1986 burley crop used fertilizers, plant
bed cover and a hauling costs of $1 per
is between $1.48 and pesticides, herbicides fumigati
on cover.
acre per mile to a
$1.49 a pound. The yield and equipment at the
Field expenses includ- market 30 miles away.

1
. 4
'Apprentice Julie Madsen checks on the lemon-scented basil in the new herb
garden at Empire Farm in
Land Between the Lakes (LBL). Located in the lower garden at Empire,
the more than 30 varieties of
herbs are divided in-to three calegoKes: culinary, me4icina1, and ornamental.
A bifdbath in the center
of the garden is surrounded by several varieties of thyme. Of special interest
is a collection of 110
varieties of scented geraniums. Raised beds for the herbs were constructed
by LBL volunteers. Julie
designed the layout and did most of the planting. At Empire. visitors can see
the herb garden and also
attend programs on crafts, food sources, energy conservation, gardening,
and fiber processing. Thtfarm is open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. through November.(TVA photo
by Robert Bruck)
_

Paducah livestock auction report listed
Cattle 720 Calves t
SL_AU.GHTElt
Compared to last week COWS:Breaking Utility
Slaughter Steers Poorly and Commercial 2-4
tested, Heifers untested. 29.00-32.50, Cutter and
Cows steady-1.00 lower Boning Utility 1-3
decline on yield grade 4 28.50-35.00. Cutter 1-2
offerings Bulls steady, 28.00-32.00, Canner
Calves steady. Vealers 25.00-28.00.
steady -1.00 lower,
SLAUGHTER
Feeder Steers 1.00-2.00 BULLS:Yield grade 1-2
Higher most advance on 1390-16351b. indicating
weights 500-7001b., 77-79 Carcass. Boning
1,1 elle
SI•0 a d y percent 41.00-46 00.
L A CGHT E4 Yield grade 3 16651b. disSTEERS :Choice 3 counted to 40.00.
10001b. 52.00. Mired • SLAUGHTER
Good and Choice CALVES and
4-5930-13001b. 45 00-50.00. • VEALERS:Go-od

Wheat N. ote tally listed

Farmers Home Administration appoints
Greenfield new county committee person
Mrs. Frances Greenfield has been named to
a three year term on the
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)
Committee, it was announced recently by
Kendell L. Seaton,
FmHA State Director.
In making the appointment, Seaton said, "The
Farmers Home Committee is a vital link to
local conditions. The
agency counts on their

committees in selecting
applicants who have a
reasonable chance of
success."
The FmHA committee assists the agency in
determining the
eligibility of applicants
for FmHA farm loans.
They also act as an advisory committee on
FmHA farmer program
implementation. The
committee is made up of
three members, two of

whom must be farmers
deriving the principal
part of their income
from farming at the
time of their
appointment.
FmHA,a credit agency of the Department of
Agriculture, makes
farm loans for real
estate and production
purposes as well as for
nonfarm enterprises
that supplement family
income. A "credit arm

State conservation winners announced
Lois and Charles
Snapp. of Cynthiana,
are the state winners of
the 1986 National Soil
and Water Conservation
Awards Program.

To maintain a herd of receive an expense-paid
300 dairy cattle, the trip to attend a national
Snapps have had to awards ceremony in the
practice intensive crop- fall.
ping on their 538 acres.
In December, the
As Kentucky's conser- three 1986 National Winvation farmers, they ners will be announced.
Sponsored by the Na- have
applied the most Each will receive an
tional Endowment for appropri
ate techniques expense-paid trip to the
Soil and Water Conserfor soil and water con- national awards
vation and the Du Pont
servation and waste C eremony in
Company, the program managem
Washington, D.C. and a
ent.
recognizes farmers and
Ten national finalists $1,000 cash award. Last
ranchers for outstanwill be selected from year's three national
ding achievement in
among the state win- winners were presented
protecting America's
ners. The finalists and a certificate in a White
agricultural resources.
their spouses wil House ceremony.

WASHINGTON I API The Agriculture Department mailed more than
1.5 million ballots to
field offices in 47 states
of last resort," the agen- for the non -binding
cy has, over the years, referendum among
enabled many farm wheat producers from
families to stay on the June 25 through July 14
No ballots were sent
land and succeed in farming. A special to Hawaii, New Hamp"limited resource" pro- shire or Rhode Island.
gram provides low in- Only three ballots went
terest loans to young to Alaska, but none was
farmers and others who shown as tallied.
By state, the yes and
have farming
capabilities but need ex- no votes on the question
tra help in getting of mandatory federal
controls on wheat proestablished.
The local office which duction, included:
Alabama 1 244 I. 11.1••• tri 16
serves Calloway and
votes
Marsha)l. counties is
A rlrona 129 .4rbt 1119
ArkanNas 2 20.5 mid 3 9+7
located at 104 N. 5th St.,
California
;and ; 'Si.'.
Murray, and is headed
Colorado .1 3440 ;old 2 964
t'onnr, to at I and
by Ronald W. Nelson,
h.la. Mr.
county supervisor.
Florida

220-2651b. Vealers
HEIFERS Medium
54.00-56.00. Choice and Large No. 1
340-4001b. Calves 185-2851b.
52.00-60.00.
50.00-54.00.
300-4001b.
52.00-59.01).
FEEDERS:STEERS: 400-500lb.
53.00-62.00.
Medium and Large No. 500-600lb. 55.00-59.00
1 2651b. 71.00, 300-4001b. 600-700lb.
51.50-53.00.
63.00-76.00. individual 700-800lb.
42.00-46.5ii.
3501b. 85.00, 400-5001b. ._,Mediumn-No. 2 300-500P;
62.00-70.00. 500-6001b.
46.00:54.00. Large No :2
60.00-68.50. 690-7poto,L 450-5451b-.
57.50-A5.76, 700-960in. - .Sniatt No.1 4401b. .47.00
54.0-6.1.00, Medium No. 2
STOCE. COWS ar,,t
300-500lb . 52.00-65.00. CALVES:Large No. ;
500-650Ib.
50.00-59.00. 515.00-575.00. Medium
Large No. 2' 450-4851b.
No.- 1,
430.00-440.00
42.00-45.00. 700-9601b.
Medium No. 2 360 l'
38.00-42 00. Small No 1 with 150-4001b. Calves
380-1b. 55.00. 615-6751b.
side of 3-8 year old
50.00-55.00.
weighing 750-1100lb.
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Farm roofing

• a•iana .34'S,., ,.ivs
Maim.
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that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.
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7 4:4
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I
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And 1, 1
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•Con be installed directly over old
roofing
•Corrupdted Asohalt Roofing
Wcirrant.,
Het

TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
We do all types of muttler

S9.47
, Per Sheet

reooir & installation

S35.99
Mat, Sq.

Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Ian, Black Blue, Green

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair 8. Service Center
514 S. 12th St.
753-1750

Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Leaders want stockpile to relieve losses
WASHINGTON ( Al'
- Some farm leaders in
South Carolina want the
government to be more
generous with its
taxpayer -owned
stockpile of grain to help
relieve drought losses in
the parched Southeast.
The plan would involve the use of
"generic certificates"
issued by the Agof the
department's ongoing
drought relief effort.
Harry S. Bell, president of the South
Carolina Farm Bureau
Federation, put
agricultural losses in his
state at about $600
milliRn and said losses
could range up to $2.5
billion for the entire
14 region-extending. from
Ftiarida
"We think that the administration has gone a
ways, but they need to
go further" to help ease
the losses to agriculture
and farm communities

throughout the day with Agriculture
Southeast, he said.
Secretary Richard E.
Bell and other state Lyng and urged further
Farm Bureau leaders action
met this week with
"We have asked the
House and Senate farm secretary to use
the
leaders and members of perogatives which
he
the South Carolina con- has and give us the
gressional delegation. assistance which we so
They also met Wednes- desperately need."

Appliance Buying
and Use Tips.FREE!
These tree booklets can save you money when you
buy and use electric appliances.
See how to choose the appliance that best meets your needs
for service Convenience and econorm, Each booklet includes
a 'Comparison Checktrst that ri-lt help you compare prices
features and operating costs before you buy

Ag Brokers

The booklets contain information on energy features. Selecton
tips economical operation and questions you should ask to
help you make a wise -buying decisior Best of all, the
booklets are yours for the asking

Custom Spreading Service
•Ag Lime
•Stac-Dust Spreading
•Seed Wheat & Spreading
-Ali•:sales- earn -points-- -• toward vacation
For all your Fall spreading &
seed needs see Ag Brokers
Industrial Road

753-4533

•

Just call or stop t") for ‘our free
copies of these money saving
bp‘inc, and use tips
•

West Kentucky RüraF Electric Coop.
Corp.
753-5012
•
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Cards-Mets series
revives memories

,
tatf photo to, Kent lirown

LIKE THIS — At practice this morning. Murray State University head football coach Frank Reamer showed freshman
placekicker Hayung Kohler how he should be following
through. Kohler kicked for ('hristian County , last fall. The

Racers put on the pads this morning. They open on Sept. 6 at
Southeast Missouri State. Their first home game is Sept. 13
against Southern Illinois.

Andretti finally *tastes victory at Pocono
LONG POND, Pa.
1AP — Everyone who
knew Mario Andretti's
racing history at Pocono
International Raceway.
including Andretti
himself, was waiting for
something tq go wrong
"Believe me. I was
worried.- the jubilant
Andretti ,said Sunday
after running away to
one of the sweetest victories of his illustrious
racing career in the
Domino's Pizza Pocono
500.
It took the 46-year-old
Andretti 14 tries to win
the 500-miler on the
2.5-mile tri-oval located
just 30 miles from his
home at Nazareth, Pa.
And the long wait
weighed heavily on the
man who. has won virtually every important
race in the world at
least once.
The fact is. I've been
trying so hard here."
Andretti said. "People

expected me to do well
and I expected me to do
well and something
would always happen.
"It took one of my
boys to break the ice."
He was. referring .to,,
2.2-year-old Jeff, who
became the first Andretti to win a professional
event at Pocono when he
took the American Racing Series event -on
Saturday.
In fact, it was an allstar weekend for virtually everyone on the
Newman-Haas team.
Co-owner Paul
Newman. the actor and
driver, won a Trans-Am
race Saturday at Lime
Rock, Conn.. and Carl
Haas, the other coowner of the Indy-car
team. earlier Sunday
watched on television as
Team Haas drivers
Alan Jones of Australia
and Patrick Tambay of
France finish fourth and

fifth in the Austrian
Grand Prix.
Michael Andretti, the
other racing son of the
former Formula- One
world champion. was
happy for his father, but
wasn't pleased that
engine problems doomed him to an 11th-place
finish. That cost him the
lead in the CART-PPG
championship series.
with Mark) moving on
top 96 points to 91.

tion was the reason he
finally won here.
"We were competitive
from the beginning," he
said. -"It really felt
good. It certainly wasn't
giyeti to us.''
There were several
crashes in the race, the
most serious a one-car
accident in which Ed
Pimm broke his right
arm. •
Also going out in a
crash was Michigan 500
winner Johnny Rutherford, who was running
second to Andretti at the
time.

The elder Andretti
picked up $102,843 for
averaging 152.106 mph
in a race slowed by
seven caution flags.
Rutherford was one of
Two weeks after only 15 drivers who were
seven of 28 starters finished before the race
were running at the end reached the halfway
of the Michigan 500. just point.
11 of 29 were on the
"We cut the right
track for the Pocono front tire, I got into the
finish. But Andretti, (second) turn and it
who beat second-place didn't turn," Rutherford
Kevin Cogan to the said. "It was a bear out
finish line by more than there. That is one rough
a lap, didn't feel attri- track."

Tom Sneva, who went
out with a broken
suspension - part.
agreed.
"The track was so
rough out there, it was
shaking things apart on
the car." he said.
Bobby Rahal; the Indianapolis 500 winner,
was the last real
challenger to Andretti,
but he fell by the
wayside on lap 177 when
his car burst into flames
as he pulled away from
the pits.
"I don't think I could
have caught Mario,"
Rahal said. "The car
never ran great, but it
ran good all day. We
thought we could hang
in for a good second
place."
Pancho Carter was
third, three laps behind
Andretti, followed
another lap down by
A.J. Foyt and Raul
Boesel of Brazil.

Red Sox send Anderson back to the library
tAP — While Detroit"
Manager Sparky Anderson played by the book.
the Boston Red Sox tried
to convince him to find
some new reading
material by hitting run scoring doubles following three intentional
walks
"Sometimes those
things backfire," said

Boston's Marty Barrett,
who doubled home the
go-ahead run following
an intentional walk to
Wade Boggs in a threerun sixth inning which
the Red Sox rode to a 7-5
victory Sunday
"When you have the
kind of hitters in the
lineup that we do, the
percentages on those

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!
OHRE

I.

ck. *

1980
Honda
Prelude
•Air Conditior
•Sun Roof

ng

kinds of things don't
always work," Barrett,
who also ignited a threerun fifth with a single,
said.
The Red Sox tied an
American League
record with the three intentional walks in the
sixth inning en route to a
victory that increased
their AL East lead to
five games over New
York.
Elsewhere, it was
Cleveland 11. Baltimore
6: Kansas City 5. New
York 0; Toronto 8,
Texas 7 in 11 innings:
Chicago 7. MilWaukee 4;
California 7, Oakland 3,
and Seattle 11 Minnesota 1.
With one out in the
fifth and Detroit holding
a 3-1 lead, Barrett singled off Eric King, 8-3,
and took third on Jim
Rice's bloop double to
right, one of five twobase hits by Boston. bon
Baylor struck out. but
Dwight Evans was
walked intentionally.

Bill Buckner ruined the hit 16 home runs and
strategy with a three- driven in 40 runs in 58
run double.
games with Cleveland
After Chet Lemon's since his recall from the
RBI single produced a minors-.
4-4 tie in the top of the
sixth, the intentional
White Sox 7, Brewers 4
walk again haunted the
Chicago's Steve
Tigers.
Carlton allowed three
King hit Rich Gedman hits in 7 1-3 innings for
with a pitch. After a his first AL victory. He
sacrifice. Boggs was passed the 5,000-inning
walked to get at Barrett, milestone in the sixth —
who hit his double to during a stretch in
right to score Gedtnan. which he retired 11
Jim Rice was walked to straight Milwaukee
gat at Baylor. who hitters.
doubled down the left.
fieldline for two more
Angels 7, A's 3
runs.
California's Don SutIndians 11, Orioles6
ton joined Atlanta's
The intentional walk
Doyle Alexander is the
also played a large role
only active pitchers to
in Cleveland. where Inhave beaten all 26
dians rookie Cory
major-league teams. He
Snyder followed one to
scattered six hits over
Mel Hall with a three.
six innings as California
runhomer in a six-run
upped its lead in the
third inning that chased
West to a season-high
Baltimore's Mike
4i games over Texas.
Boddicker.
Snyder, who also had
Sutton, 11-9 this
a single, and a solo season, is 306-237 in his
homer in the eighth, has career.

Dr. Charles F. Winkler
Announces the relocation of his office for the practice of

$2850
1981 4 Door Cutlass
$3850

Jim White LISP(' Cars
Sycamore St.

753-7157

HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY
and Internal Medicine
to
1532 Lone Oak Road
MEDCO Building
Suite'No. 3

Paducah, Ky.
Office Practice shall commence August 30, 1986
I Ot MAY SCHEDULE APPOINTMENTS NOW RI'
CALLING 502/444-2690

NEW YORK (AP) —
A year ago, these would
have been hot games.
Mets and Cardinals.
Power vs. speed, plus
great pitching.
A year ago today, they
were tied for first place
in the National League
East, about to begin a
final-month sprint that
saw the Cardinals win
out.
This year, New York
is winning and St. Louis
is just out.
Still, on a humid Sunday afternoon in front of
a sellout crowd, the
Mets and Cardinals
played a doubleheader
as if the standings
meant something.
In the first game.
John Tudor and St.
Louis won a pitching
duel, 2-1. In the second,
the Mets' home-run bats
produced a 9-2 victory.
The doubleheader
concluded a four-day,
six-game series in
which the Cardinals lost
the opener, won the next
four and dropped the
finale.
"I would like to have
won that last game," St.
Louis Manager Whitey
Herzog said. "I'm still
happy with the results
here."
•
The Mets, leading
Montreal by 16% games
and St. Louis by 18, also
seemed thankful in the
end.
"No game when you
have a 16-gamelead is a
'must' game," reasoned
emergency starter Ran-dy Niemann, the winning pitcher' in the
nightcap. "But the club
needed a pick-me-up."

not going our way,"
Mets Manager Dave
Johnson said.
Niemann, making his
first start in the major
leagues since working
for Pittsburgh on May
21, 1983, pitched six innings and gave up one
earned run on five hits.
The left-hander had
been recalled from the
minors Saturday to help
with the extra workload.
"I had the opportunity
to go to Tidewater and
had about seven starts
there," he said. "That
'helped get me ready."
Niemann. 2-3, began
the season with the Mets
and was sent to the
minors on July 16 after
22 relief appearances.
His victory Sunday, in
which he walked none
and struck out two, was
his first in a big-league
starting role since June
25, 1979, while with
Houston.
If his success was a
suprise to the Mets, it
was nothing compared"
to the suprise Niemann
got when the game ended. In the clubhouse, he
learned that his wife,
who is expected their
third child, had been
taken to a hospital with
labor pains, albeit four
weeks early.
"I think it was the excitemerkt," said
Niemann, who said his
wife. Melissa, had
delivered their second
son early.
Niemann got solid
relief from Roger
McDowell, who pitched
the final three innings
for his 12th save, and offensive support from
Danny Heel:), Len
On Saturday. Mets' Dykstra and
Tim
All-Star catcher Gary Teufel.
.
Carter injured his
Heep hit a two-run
thumb, putting him on
homer,
his fifth of the
disabled
list.
the 15-day
In Sunday's first game, season, in the fourth innpitcher Rick Aguilera ing off Danny Cox, 7-10.
and reserve outfielder Heep also sliced an RBI
Lee Mazzilli also got double in the fifth.
Teufel hit a pinchhurt, neither of them
homer in the sixth
seriously.
against Ricky Horton. It
But the loss to Tudor was Teufel's third home
extended the Mets' los- run of the year, and he
ing streak to four has both of the Mets'
games, their longest of pinch-homers.
the season, and they
Dykstra ended an
wanted a positive sign 0-for-21 slump with a
before leaving on a nine- three-run homer, his
game. West Coast road seventh, in the eighth inswing.
ning against Ray
"A lot of things were Burris.

In the opener, Tudor,
12-6, kept the Mets in
check for seven innings.
After escaping a basesloaded, two-out jam in
the second by striking
out pitcher Rick Anderson, he got help in
avoiding major damage
In the sixth.
With St. Louis leading
2-0, the Mets loaded the
bases in the sixth with
no outs on two walks
sandwiched around a
single by Kevin
Mitchell.
Teufel followed with a
long drive that center
fielder Curt Ford caught
on a dash just shy of the
fence. It went as a
sacrifice fly, rather
than a three-run double,
and Tudor ended the inning by retiring Ed
Hearn and Rafael Santana on grounders.
Ray Soff relieved
Tudor after a leadoff
single in the eighth, and
Pat Perry wound up getting the final two outs
for his second save.
"This was one of
Tudor's worst games
this year, really," Herzog said after his lefthander gave up seven
hits, walked four and
struck out five. "He
struggled but hung in
and battled them."
Two-out doubles by
Tommy Herr and Andy
van Rlyke gave St.
Louis the • lead in the
first inning against
Aguilera, 6-5. Ford hit a
sacrifice fly in the
fourth against
Anderson.
There was a 14-minute
rain delay in the middle
of the inning. and
Aguilera left the game
while pitching in the second because of an inflamed right knee. He is
not expected to miss his
next start.
Mazzilli, playing left
field, bruised his right
wrist while diving for
Van Slyke's double in
the eighth. Mazzilli is
not expected to miss any
time.
Sunday's crowd of
44,843 brought the attendance for the series to
185.445, the largest ever
for a four-date series at
Shea Stadium.

Buffalo signs Kelly
BUFFALO, N.Y.
(AP
— Quarterback
Jim Kelly has agreed to
a contract worth about
$7.5 million over five
years with the Buffalo
Bills, according to a
published report. The
deal makes Kelly the
highest paid player in
the NFL.
The Buffalo News
reported in today's editions that after about 10
hours of negotiations,
Kelly and his agents
reached an agreement
with tke Bills at about 2
a.m. -tDT today in
Houston.
Kelly was expected to
fly to Buffalo this morning and sign the contract at a news
conference.
Quarterback Joe Montana of the San Francisco 49ers is currently

the highest paid player
at $1.3 rwillion a year.
Kelly was Buffalo's
first-round draft pick in
1983 but chose to sign
with the Houston
Gamblers of the United
States Football League
on June 9 of that year.

That league has
suspended play, at least
until 1987, and the New
Jersey Generals, who
merged with Houston,
had given Kelly the OK
to negotiate with Buffalo, which holds his
NFL rights.

Green takes home
$180,000 first prize
CASTLE ROCK, Colo.
(API — A self-described
"wacko," golfer Ken
Green, relaxed and freewheeling, was nobody's
choice to win the
$180,000 first-place prize
In The International
tournament.

extended stretches of
the season. Green had
yet to prove his Buick
Open triumph in 1985
was anything but a
fluke.
But playing bogey-,
free golf and defusing
tension with some
playful psychological
Ranking 101st on the games, Green birdied
money list and having two of the final three
performed dismally for holes Sunday and ran
away with the inaugural
International title.
He accumulated 12
points under the tournaany better
ment's•-unique scoring
than we can!
format — a modified
Look to us for the quality Business InStableford system that
awarded
players five
surance coverages you need, including
points for an eagle, two
Liability. Fire, Crime and special Package
points for birdie,
plans. Call us today
nothing for par, minus
one for bogey and minus
three for double bogey
or worse.
Crreen.described—JUs
•
ix -birdie „round as 407 Maple
Southslde ct. Square
"awesome I kind of,
a tyaze myself
753-4451
sometimes. I haven't
Agents:
been in the heat that
Dan McNutt
much, but when I'm
Bill Thurman
State Auto
contending, I seem to
Inturance
Pete Purdom
play well."

Nobody can protect your

BUSINESS

PURDOM,THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE
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Cowboys now 0-3 in preseason play;
teams shrink to 60 players Tuesday
(AP) — Most of the
headlines concerning
the Dallas Cowboys this
summer have had little
to do with their play on
the field. For the
Cowboys, that's probably a blessing.
Dallas, which
journeyed to London for
a preseason game
against the Chicago
Bears earlier this month
and signed USFL star
runner Herschel Walker
Last week,dropped to 0-3
in NFL exhibition play.
The latest defeat was
24-19 to the Los Angeles
Raiders on Saturday as
quarterbacks Jim
Plunkett, Marc Wilson
and Rusty Hilger each
threw touchdown
passes. With all NFL teams
needing to be down to 60
players by Tuesday, this
was the final chance for
many prospects to make
an impression.
Elsewhere Saturday,
it was New England 38,
New. Orleans 34;
Chicago 38, Indianapolis
21 ; San Diego 45,

Philadelphia 38; Atlanta
20. Tampa Bay 17; the
New York Jets _28, Cincinnati 17; Minnesota
29, Denver 27; Kansas
City 27. St. Louis 26;
New York Giants 22,
Green Bay 14; and
Houston 23. Buffalo 20.
On Friday, it was
Cleveland 17, Miami 10,
Washington 27, Pittsburgh 24 in overtime,
and Detroit 30, Seattle
27, also i,n overtime.
Tonight, it's San
Francisco at the Los
Angeles Rams.
Raiders 24,Cowboys 19
Wilson's 60-yard
touchdown pass to Rod
Barksdale gave the
Raiders the lead for
good in the third quarter
and brightened Wilson's
outlook. Earlier, Wilson
heard it from the fans
when he threw an interception on his first
pass attempt that set up
Dallas' first preseason
touchdown.
Walker did not play
for Dallas.
Patriots 38, Saints 34
New England built a

3 1 - 6 lead as Jim
Bowman blocked a punt
to set up a touchdown,
then went 24 yards with
an interception for
another in a 21-point second quarter.
But Bobby Hebert
threw for two scores and
Buford Jordan and
Reuben Mayes each
threw for one and the
Saints stormed ahead
34-31.
Then foUrth-string QB
Steve Calabria marched
the Patriots 80 yards in
seven plays for the winning TD, which came on
a 21-yard pass to Greg
Baty with 59 seconds
left.
Bears 38, Colts 21
Mike Tomczak equaled his production of last
week against Pittsburgh
with three touchdown
throws — 12, 1 and 11
yards in the second half.
He was 9-for-11 for 115
yards.
Chargers 45, Eagles 38
The Chargers, who
surprised Dallas 20-0 the
week before, showed lit-

tle on defense this time
Toon and Billy Griggs
But the Eagles, for first-half scores and
rebuilding under Buddy backup QB Pat Ryan
Ryan — the mastermind combined with 1)ennis
of Chicago's over- Bligen on a 41 yard si.vwhelming "46" defense, ing pass for a TD to
now the head coach in clinch it after Harpers
Philadelphia — were second long run.
even worse.
Vikings 29, Broncos 17
"I thought our offense
Steve Bono, another
looked great." Ryan third-string quartersaid. "but the defense back , threw two
looked like the Swiss touefldown passes in the
cheese defense. We had last six minutes for the
holes in it and we Vikings.
stunk."
John Elway hit
Falcons 20, Burs 17
second-quarter
Veteran Mick touchdown passes of 31
Luckhurst booted a yards to Clint Sampson
29-yard field goal with and 24 yards to Butch
three seconds left in his Johnson for Denver.
only appearance of the
Chiefs 27, Cardinals 26
night. The kick came
Nick Lowery•s
just one minute after 32-yard field goal with
second -year kicker 4:58 left won a game in
Mike Prindle blew a which the Cardinals
chance to ice the game missed two extra-point
when he was wide left on attempts.
a 34-yard attempt.
Giants 22, Packers 14
Jets 28, Bengais 17
The Giants took a 17 o
Michael Harper ran a
kickoff 97 yards for ..a lead as Thil.,Sizmns antitouchdown and set up Jeff Hostetler each
d \k
another Ibuehdown Witb threw -- -a- -t-o-ti
a 52-yard effort. Ken pass.
Tight end 7.t.ktO'Brien threw to Al
Mowatt. seeking to
regain his starting job
with the Giants after
missing the 1985 season
with a knee injury
caught seven passes for
Series, which the Tigers
112 yards.
won in seven games
over St. Louis. It was his
Oilers 23, Bills 20
last year. He could proTony Zendejas kicked
bably play longer today. three field goals and
"The designated hit- Steve Brown returned
ter has kept some old an interception 25 yards
players around, and for a touchdown fnr
they can still hit," Houston. Zendejas kickCampbell said. "Also, ed field goals .of 32. 24
with expansion, we've and 23 yards,. Larry
got 10 more teams. Moriarty ran four yards.
That's 240 more players for 'a touchilov4i
Brown picked bff
that are needed.
Schlichter's pass for
"Your talent pool is another score and a 23-3
thinned out and some of lead.
your older players_ are
Buffalo rallied in the
going to stay on longer." fourth quarter behind
"For anybody, it's rookie quarterback
hard not to see yourself Brian McClure • Scott
as bread-winner," Kal Norwood kicked
Kaplan, a Ph.D. at Nor- 36-yard field goal and
thwestern University McClure hit Walter
who has researched Broughton with a sixsports psychology, said. yard touchdown pass
"You're afraid to give with 1:51 to go in fhe
that up. For athletes, game.
this comes much
sooner."

'80s teem with 'Mature Men'
(AP) — They were the
"Bonus Babies" of the
1960s. Now, they are the
"Mature Men" of the
1980s.
By unofficial count,
there are 10 players in
the major leagues who
are 40 or older and
whole flock who are
closer to 40 than to 35.
The over-40 club includes. 47-year-old Phil
Ntekro-of the Indians:
Pete Rose, 45, of the
Reds; Tony Perez, 44,
Reds; Tommy John, 43,
Yankees; Steve Carlton,
41, White Sox, Don Sutton, 41, Angels; Tom
Seaver, 41, Red Sox;
Reggie Jackson, 40,
Angels; Davey Lopes,
40, Astros, and Hal
McRae, 40, Royals.
Detroit's Darrell
Evans and John Grubb
are 39 and 38 respectively. Cliff Johnson of the
Blue Jays is 39, and two
catchers — the Angels'
Bob Boone and the
White Sox' Carlton Fisk
are 38.
On Sunday, Carlton
beat the Milwaukee
Brewers, allowing three
hits in 7 1-3 innings for
his first American
League victory. Sutton
became the second active pitcher to have
beaten every majorleague team —
Atlanta's Doyle Alexander, 35, is the other —
when he bested Oakland
7-3.
Most of these men can
still play, but let's not
kid ourselves. They cer-

tainly don't have the
"It's a hell of a living,
skills they once did.
but money wouldn't
So why do they do it? seem like much if you
What is it that drives were out there emthem to stay in . the barassing yourself," he
game? Why are they said.
willing to put
Evans hit 40 homers
themselves through the for Detroit last year in
physical torture to stay becoming the oldest
in that kind of player ever to win the
condition?
AL home run title.
"When you're young,
"I love the game so
much. It's as simple as you think you can do it
that," Carlton, who is forever," Evans said.
with his third team this "Later, you appreciate
season, said. —The two it more. For me, it's
times I was out, I miss- more fun now than it's
ed the beauty of this ever been.
"Maybe fear is a little
game. I realized how
much it means to me. It bit of it, too, because
would be difficult to you don't know when it's
walk away from the going to end."
game."
Management conCarlton was ham- tinues to
pay these older
mered for six runs on player
s the huge
seven hits in just three salaries they
command
innings during his first when
a younger player
American League ap- could probably
do the
pearance last week. same
job for perhaps
Why would he go on?
one-third of the money.
"Name and reputation might have
something to do with
it," Carlton said. "We
obviously think we have
the ability to compete
under pressure. I don't
think the old guys who
still play are embarassing themselves. People
are keeping themselves
in such good shape.

But it's also more.
''It's a failure to successfully navigate the
mid-life transition,"
Kaplan explained. "It's
a macho thing. It's difficult to go from an 'active warrior' stance to a
more passive. nurturant
role."

In many cases, it's the
marquee value of the
players' names. But not
always.

"Many of these
fellows can still contribute to a ballclub,"
Tigers president Jim
Campbell said. "I still
say Eddie Mathews
played a big role in us
winning in 1968. Eddie
"It's what drives kicked those kids'
anybody. You have the behinds. He was like
skill sand you try to another coach.
develop it as much as
"He earned every
possible."
nickel I paid him that
Carlton said money year."
was a only small part of
Mathews turned 37
it.
during the 1968 World
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BASEBALL STANDINGS
AME RIL AN LEAGUE
East Doeisbon

Pd
69
65
63
63

\ea `i
S.
a-troil
Toronio
Baltimore

5s

44
54
54
56
56
57
514

5140
546
529
529
525
517
496

52

556
517
449
444
433

West Division
65
61
53
52
52
52
5:

65
64
68
.04

GB
5
7
7
74,
11
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A4111.11
.44/1,111r•
*awe• •.- ••••••
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Monday's Games
sari I....go .1.aPuint 0-0. al Coicinnati Denny
10 10
Houston .Si ott 12 S at'Pittsburgh . Walk
5-6. .n
Neu York (Ojeda 12 4. at 1.0,1 Angeles
.fiershiser
12 ...
I fitly games scheduled
Tuesday s GarneS
Atlanta al Chicago
Houston at Pittsburgh
r.
St lasuis at Culi mnati
Montreal at San Diego r.
New York at Los Angel., r,
'ar
r

MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS

12.4
AMERICAN LEAGUE
121
,
BATTING .270. at bats • -Hogg. Boston
1411
350
Puckett
Minnesota 346 Mattingly New York 340.
14%,
Rice Boston 328 Fletcher 11.144 326
432 14is,
Saturday's
RUNS -FtHenderson. Neu York 104 Puckett. Min
I
nemota. WI Bell Toronto 53 Mattingly Neu York.
43
2 Baltimore
Fiartteld Toronto .1
RBI -Canseco Oakland 94 Barfield. Toronto.
90
((Ii 4 \-a York
Bell Toronto s7, Joyner California 83, Mattlingly
Neu York. 82
•
51,
HITS-Puckett. Mmnesota 174
Mattingly Nev.
York 171, Fernandez Toronto. 156, Bell Toruntn
_
149. Rice Boston 149
Sunday s Games
Dot"FILES- Mattingly. Neu York, IV
Boggs
Boston 31, Buckner, Boston. 31 Rice Boston 31
Barfield Toronto. 30 Barrett. Boston 30 Puckett
Minnesota 30
TRIPLES -Butler Cleveland. ra Fernandez Toro,
to . Sierra. Texas 7. CAPtalker. t'hicago 4, (risen
Seattle. 6: rpshats . Toronto 6, Wilson Kanias City 6
,ndek s Games
HOME !TUNS-Barfield. Toronto 30 Kingman
EY eland ot'andiotti 11 91_.
Oakland_ 2.1•
Toirunfjan.
Deer._Sidasauks. - 27 .t
Hatboro. Kansas City 26. L'anseco Oakland
26
Pagliarulo,
al Minnesota I), i,,Ia 3 in
Neu York 26
n
'1
STOLEN BASES -ItHenderson
Nev. York
70
ueSday'S Games
Cisngelosi. Chicago 44. Pettis California 32 44 nr.,
,1 tr,,
I I, .troit 2
tied with 24
‘...0 York
r.
PITCHING 110 decisions . -Clemens tiostra
• .11
4418. '2 81. PiasmUSSPfl Neu York 12.4
n
75.
1,,
I. TOVOIIrr.
II •
Schrom, Cleve!and II 4 733. 4 35 King 19-11,1
•.
ar Baltimore .11
727 370. tIichtiorn. Toronto 10•4 714 1 04
STRIKEOUTS -Clemens. Boston
150. Moms
Detroit. 165
MWitt California
157
Mccaskill
California, 153, Langston Seattle. 152
SAVES- Aase. Baltimore 29 Righetti New
York
NATIONAL LEAGUE
28, Hernandez. I 4,-trot 20 i'arriacno (leveland
17,
East Division
Henke Toronto 17
77
41
813 NATIONAL LEAGUE
59
56
513 16,
,
BATTING .28S at bats -Brooks Montreal
340
59
59
500 144
Hat k man. Neu York 334 ('Brown Sari Francisco
59
59
500 1,
334, Gwynn San I Orge 337 Raines Montreal
'
,
333
52
66
441 25
RI NS -Guy no
San Diego
7*
Has
47
70
402 2104
Philadelphia 72
GlIAVIV. Houston 71
Murphy
West Divisor'
Ananias 71. Doran Houston 69
.1
117
564' 51
RBI -Carter Neu York. /47 Schmidt Philadelphia
p. F ran,
tt
411
87, Parker 81ncirinati 83. GI mvis
57
517
6
Houston 77
5+
6.0
492
Hayes, Philadelphia 68
9
56
61
479 101
;
HITS-(Iu ynn. San /ire° 154 Sax Los Angeles
55
470 114
62
HS Raines Montreal 441, Bast. Houston
137, Sand
63
466 12.
berg Chicago. 1341
Saturdays Games
INA.1.11.ES- Hay
Philadelphia 11 Ft Reynolds
t I
.
York 1 II inning,
Pittsburgh 29. Imnston Chicago.' 28 ftay,
Pitt
:
sbOrgtr.2W.: Sax_ Las Anfroino-„Mg-1--.L'imiereiere
Philad.Wpro I .Ti ga.111k .
.TFIIPLESS,-/taines
Montreal. 10. Samuel.
. '
•
0 1301 game
Philadelphia. 10 Vieb*ter Montreal * Coleman.
SS.
Louis 7 McGee St Louis 7
HOME Ftt NS -Schmidt Philadelphia
GDavis
Houston 25. Parker. Cini innati. 24 Murphy
Atlanta.
Sunday's Games
22 Stubbs Los Angeles 20
Neu York 1 lot game
STZILEN BASES -Coleman. St 1.0U/S 86.
FThavis
Y , • i•
Louis 2 2nd game
Cincinnati 60 Raines Montreal. 52 Iruncan
Los
7.0
.,treal 1
Angeles. 44 Doran Houston 34'
.•
- Pittsburgh 1 5 innings rain
PITCHING .10 decisions -Fernandez Neu
York
liouston 3
13-4 765. 327 Gooden Nev. York 124
750 1)01
I
s (3144 moat' 5
Mathews St Louis 143 7511 3 13, Ojeda Neu
York
Angel., 2 San 1-ranrilooll
12.4 750 2654. Darling
York 11-4 7341 2444

43.1

Games

26,
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753-8355

The Latest Thing in Precision

Wheel Alignment

For one veteran, there
is a reason to continue
unlike any other.
"I'm in this game now
for the same reason as
when I started and
that's to win a World
Series," Niekro said.
"I'm still looking for
that ring."

But manager also considering HBO tournament

Holmes may be Tyson's next foe
ATLANTIC CITY,
N.J.(API — While Mike
Tyson keeps winning,
his manager keeps
planning.
The manager of the
undefeated Tyson, who
claimed his 26th victim
Sunday night, says he is
leaning toward a matchup of the 20-year-old
heavyweight against
former International
Boxing Federation
champion Larry
Holmes.
Jose Ribalta lasted
nearly the full 10 rounds
— something only two of

Tyson's opponents have
been able to do — before
referee Rudy Battle
stopped the fight at 1:37
of the final round.
The victory could put
Tyson in a position to
take on either Holmes,
who had won 48 straight
fights before losing to
Michael Spinks and then
losing an April 19
rematch, or World Boxing Council champion
Trevor Berbick.
Bill Cayton. Tyson's
manager, said he's not
sure he wants a TysonHolmes matchup.

"We would fight right to the head in the
Holmes. but where do eighth that drove
we go from there?" Ribalta through the
Cayton asked.
ropes.
He said he is considering putting Tyson in the
Home Box Office
heavyweight tournament instead, where his
fighter could work
toward a planned 1987
bout unifying the major
heavyweight titles.
Tyson. from Catskill,
N.Y.. floored Ribalta. of
Miami, with a right uppercut in the second
round and a straight

Early in thr 10th
round. Tyson /aropped
Ribalta with a combination of a straight right
and a left hook.
After Ribalta rose to
beat the count. Tyson
unleashed a flurry of
body punches that prompted Battle to stop the
bout

A Scientific, Computerized System
Developed Specifically to Accommodate
Front-Wheel Drive Vehicles
Whose All Four Wheels Need to Be Aligned

Ribalta fell to 23-4-1
with 16 knockouts

Our new, computerized wheel alignment system offers the ultimate in precision automotive operation. It relates all
four wheels to a common centerline to insure precise alignment and a perfectly
centered steering wheel.
Come in and let our trained specialists
— Doug and Barry Harrell — measure
and adjust the alignment angles on your
wheels for smooth, safe and economical
riding.

MID SOU1H DENTURE GROUP
Hamilton Hills Shopping Center

Jackson, Tenn.

At Midsouth Denture Group we believe you should keep your natural teeth as long as
possible. However, if you do need dentures, we believe they should fit 4 ways.. your mouth,
your personality, your time, and your budget. Each denture is individually constructed in
our own on-site lab.
Alr•

Doug Horrpll

PLASTIC TEETH
I —2 Office Visits-Same Day
I
— 1119 Each Denture
or $238 Per Set
I

PORCELAIN TEETH
3 Office Visits 2 Days
$200 Each Denture
or $350 Per Set

5 Office Visite-3 Days

-

For a wheel alignment appointment call 753-5273

$325 Each Denture
or $600 Per Set

Parker Ford Inc.

-- •

FILLINGS, CROWNS & OTHER RESTORATIVE SERVICES ALSO AVAILABLE
"
Dr. Jere Lowe •
Dr. Ravin Mehta
For Appointments And Information On Other Fees Coll 901/668-7460

In* mionmonsamonm

lorry Horr•Il

PREMIUM
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

Notice

2

6

Help Wanted
3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16.040 -859.230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext R-8155.

Help

Mirrray Ledger tit Times

Wanted

Help Wanted
6
9 Situation Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
30. Business Rentals
32 Apts for Rent
IX) you need a job and MURRAY Company now I WILL stay with the
17x80' BUILDING. ONE bedroom furnished
FLUTE
pair
&
2
of
band
Shop Around
hope for the future? We taking applications for sick or elderly. nights.
Available next to Apt. 1303 Chestnut St. adnow have 5 openings sales persons for Murray. Call for further in- shoes size 4 Call 759- Californi
& Compare
a Concept, joining college, water
that include training Paris area Will consider formation. Call after 4663.
GRASS is growing & Dixieland Center on furnished, no pets, debefore you buy a
and placement. You some part-time. Must 5p.m. 753-4590.
will continue to grow Chestnut adjacent to posit required. 753-3134.
FOOD Service Super- may qualify if you don't
Medicare Supplement,
have transportation. No MOTHER of two will care this summer! Swap for MSU Campus. Carpeted, ONE or two BR duplex,
visor
. High school have a GED or High experience
Cancer Insurance or
necessary. for your children. Plenty a new wheel horse now. paneled walls, central in nice residential area.
or equivalent School diploma and
will train. Hourly salary of love and space. Call Prices will never be heat and air, insulated. Newly decorated. 3
Nursing Home Policy • graduate
with 4 years of ex- have been out of school
$7 per hour when on ap- anytime 759-4104.
lower! Instant credit! 8395 per month. Call 753- Blocks from campus.
perience in general food 9 itionths or more and
RARLF.TT s Service
Don t pay more
pointment plus commis- WILL o genera clean- 90 days same as cash' 3018.
No pets. References
service.
Must be able to are between ages of 16 & sion for those
Center has econoni
ing.
85
than necessary
hour.
Excellent
who
for clean- preferred. Call 753-8585.
Stokes Tractor. Industsupervise, schedule & 22. Call us at JTPA qualify.
muffler, tor $21 95 in
references.
435-4338.
Please call for
up, body shop or other SLEEPING room or 2
rial Rd. 753-1319.
plan Must be able to 753-9378 Monday-Friday
stalt
2,141
4th St
Call Bennett
appointment 753-0229
WILL drive cars, busses IT'S not
work weekends Over
to early to think small business. Contact room apt. 2 blocks from
753-soc:
ED for temporary. etc anywhere in United about your chain saw Artell Tucker 753-4524
campus. Available now.
time required with TARN' up to 0,000
& Associates
States. $50 per day plus needs for fall wood
1801 West Main. all
limited_ advance.--notice. -m-onthly as a-Real part•time. temporary
305- FS ern- Sr Murray
expenses. Have re- cutting!
753-3984.
Salary $6 60 per hour. Estate foreclosure as- full-time. or temporary
See us at
753 7173
ferences. Call 436-2516
SMALL furnished
Stokes Tractor, IndustCREEK VIEW
Apply at Personnel sociate. No license or permanent positions
apartment. $95. Privrial Rd. 753-1319.
Services, Sparks Hall. experience required. We are,,an employment
Daxte & Gtosuca,stio
10. Business Opportunity
SELF
ate. Single lady or
Murray State Univers- National Company placement service with
kROEHLER colonial
vacancies to fill in the Cl•
married couple. No
ity. FOE MF.
STORAGE
chairs, $45. Commodore
provides assistance. following categories
:
children. No pets. See at
Register Now
64 computer, disc drive
GENERAL office work. For info call: 216-453BEAUTIFU
OPEN
A
L
Hwy.
641
N.
Secretarial, business,
407 South 8th Street.
and printer, $400. like
Send resume to Box 342. 3000, including Sunday.
24 Hr. private entrance
security, general mainJEANS, Ladies Sport753-464/
new. Call 753-0925.
Murray. Ky.
Ext. F277.
tenance lz much more.
34 Houses for Rent
733-6734
swear,
Dress, LARGE large, large
HIRING! Federal EASY ASSEMBLY Skilled & experienced
P
TT S ;ler% icc
selection
2 BR house, washer/of
storage
Governme
nt
k.eriti-i -.as heavy duty
Childrens,
jobs
WORK!
Large
Size,
in
$714.00
per
100.
Individuals need only to
Ground Floor
buildings in stock for
dryer hook-up, wooded
your area and over- Guaranteed payment. apply. Send brief
shileKs tor
Maternity
rePetite,
or
32.
Apts
for
Rent
Immediate delivery
lot, near Murray. No
seas! Many immediate No sales. Details-- send sume to ESA University
200 ". 4th St 'Marra,
Opportunity
combination store.
Acree Portable 1 BR apts. See Brandon pets. Responsible
openings without wait- stamped envelope: Station. P.O. Box
2080,
couple. $185. ReFor interview
Buildings. Mayfield, Dill, Dill's Trailer Ct.
ing lists for tests. $15- Elan- 332. 3418 En- Murray, KY. 42071.
$19,975 complete.
I' A 11
C >INF. HUT
Ky. 502-247-7831.
868,000. Phone call re- terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl. IsERMANA
1 BR furnished apt., air ferences. Deposit. 753call 759-4097 fundable.
!Lt'
Lt
you :.:ot an an
NT position
Top Brands! Free
7551.
LARGE round bales of conditioned, water fur
602-838-8885 33482.
i.iersar!. or wedding
for childcare for 3
brochure.
Ext. 684.
clover hay. Also, nished. 121 North, next 3 BR brick. 1 112 bath,
Mon. & Tues.
EXPERIENCED, over month old in my home. 4
in
.ip
Then stop
Poulan chain saw, ex- to Fairground. Call den with wood stove.
LEGAL Insurance sales the road truck driver. days a week, 8:30 to
. aria
Serious inquirers call cellent
heck out our
5:30
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Central heat & air. $400.
condition. Call 753-3139.
rep
Multi level Must be at least 25 yrs. Monday thru Thursday.
.s,.- Plus receive a
1-404-469-4438.
after 10a.m. 474-2744.
marketing strategy. of age & 2 yrs. over the Only experienced adult
2 BR furnished apt. at I year lease. 753-0430.
during
CRYTES Used Office Cypress Springs, by the 3 BR brick, 2 bath. 2 car
akes are WANT to be sure you Minimal sales ex- road verifiable. Call need apply. References
Furniture. 1016 Jeffer- day, week or month. No carport, fireplace, cenrequired. Send resume
Nothing is look great in your new perience necessary. 436-2837.
son St., Paducah, KY. pets. Call 436-2594 if no tral heat & air. Walk-in
• :lade ah.e., then frozen fall clothes and for the Phone for appointment FIVE People needed. to P.O. Box 1040-F, 1 1 . Instruction
442.4302. Desks, chairs, answer 436-2231.
closet. 1 year lease.
Appications will be taken Murray.
.i••.1 we .,e scratch rest of your life, have a 474-8884.
PIANO. Want to learn files
and much more- APT. for 2-3 men. adja- 8480. 753-0430.
h•.•Ier cream skin color analysis done MAINTENANCE man for full time employment, POSITIONS available
to play by music or Good quality
used cent to University. No FEMALE roomate to
r e k'
Call
_
Ports. for Dixieland . Shopping. with. earning._opportunity with Domino's Pizza.
4..tat..that extra
maybe go one step furniture.
-41
Center. Experience of $300 per week while in Apply in person Wed. 20
share furnished house.
-"do lir cakes to
pets. Call 753-8585.
further 8z develope your
could improve salary if training. Age is not im- Aug. at 2:00p.m. No
Reasonable expenses.
ear. Lessons in my PROTECT your in- APT. including all
ability
is proven. Bring portant providing you are phone calls please.
References required.
rernernh,
home. Call 753-7370 vestment put a rubber utilities except phone.
references with phone & 18 years of age or over. If
Call 759-4011.
k
.{
75:4.4492, 410 Mair.
after 3p.m..
bed mat in your new Nicely furnished. 2 FURNISH
address. Must be capa- you are selected you will
St
437 4455
ED, 3 BR
blocks from University.
TRUCK
DRIVERS
pick-up
truck.
Also,
ble of working with out be expected to start to
..s, F
14
F‘INt, bids for
Want to Buy
For 2 female students. house for 3 college girls,
have
tool
boxes
for
supervision. Start at work immediately. To
Growing Again
near University. Call
LrItti ,'A repairs
paint
2 PRONG 3 pt. hitch hay compact pick-ups. each $145 a month or 753-4974.
$4 per hour. NO appange for personal inWe need a few good
k
r
n
married couple $290 a
o
Stokes
Tractor
753-1319.
hauler.
Call
435-4429.
SMOKERS PLEASE. terview. Call 502-443-6460
1.1 rr. r a 1 14 p t ,
month. Deposit redrivers. Qualifica36, For Rent or Lease
APT. size gas range in ION'S Muffler will
Apply at M&G Glass, between 10 am
Ilam,
r_
.lackie tor
quired. Non smokers
'8 an hour
tions:
25
years
change
your
old,
2
oil
filter
good
Dixieland Center.
condition. Call
4:30 pm-5:30 pm. FOE.
LARGE mobile home
please. Call 753-2813.
with lube, $14.95; heavy
474-2361.
years of recent over
Call 12:30 to
T1
lot for rent. $40 per
west
duty
shocks,
$15.90
in- tiELUXE
WANT to buy- very old
the road experience &
duplex. 2 BR, month. No small chilMgt. Trainee
3:30 p.m.
furniture- old baby stalled; mufflers, $26.95 central heat/air,
HYDROTEX,
.tield Ky.
good driving record.
ap- dren Call 489-2440.
Installed.
Area Rep to college
N.
400
4th St. pliances
items. Call 753-3642
I ,ia monds.
furnished.
or after
Benefits:
family
health
INC.
753-3514.
women $1500 per mo
days, 753-5738 nights.
Also, furnished ''A" 37. Livestock-Supplies
gold, iikt gold chau,.
care, life insurance,
This challenging job inWANT to buy good used SEARS lawn tractor, 8 frame. Pine Bluff PAINT Mare7:00 p.m.
• We sell for lessNEEDS -- Sales Person
18H my
h.p. B&S. 36", nice, waterfront
fuel bonus, vacation
piano. Call 753-4161.
volved putting on pre
guarantee It • Jimmy
. Coleman first horse- trading up.
to sell full line of Quali753-5898
$250.
753-7820.
Call
pay
WANT
&
much
RE
to
buy
Thompson Jeweler
more.
good farm
753-9898.
scheduled
Consumer
Good trail horse. $750
ty Lubricants to Heavy
wagon. excellent condi- SEASONED firewood. EXTRA nice. 2 BR neg. 753-2793,
I. » ..rk
Applications accepted
at
Ed Sales Program to smaN
Equipment
Oak,
hickory,
Operators,
mixed
tion.
Also
F600
for sale.
Trade exchange
duplex, Westwood Sub- REGISTERED Quarter
g,ass plate glass. Ingroups of college women
ot
the _ Murray
Trucking. Municipal &
Ask for Kim or Tim hardwoods, min. order- division. $325 per horses, trailer,
sulated glass. window
options on
saddles.
in the Murray area. The
Terminal
2
ricks$30
rick
753-9844.
Governmental Agenglass, glass table tops.
month. No pets. No all accessories and
company is adding personagricultural
delivered.
For
a
full
WILL buy junk cars &
mirrors and patio door
cies Industrial and
children. Call 492-8885 more. '79 Cutlass. '78
Paschall Truck
nel due to expansion & promeasure- call John or after
commodities.
trucks. Call 753-3633.
glass Store fronts
8p.m. 753-9874.
Commercial Accounts.
Cadillac. '72 Chevrolet
Lines Incorporated
Boyer
at
753-0338.
vides
appts.,
full
training,
precious metals,
storfiaLLINUMkii... SISJOrs az
FURNISHED apt. pickup. 753-7929.
Generous Commissions.
Hwy.
4/1
15.
SET
Articles
of
for
Goodyear
Sale
Tires,
sitery, bonuses. health &
-srreerrg -repaired and
foreign currencies
Married couple SIM14ENTAL and
Training Program Ex'Murray, Ky.
P-185x14. rear sliding preferred.
replaced
life ins & advancement inM&G Glass
Call 753-6762 Simbrah bulls. Peretc. Limited risk,
cellent
Company
window,
new,
for
GMC
502-7S3-1717
•Co.. • Dixieland Center,
during the week.
to mgt. Primarily att. &
FOR
formance & semen
SALE
unlimited profit
pickup.
Call
Benefits.
489-2869.
For
Personal
753-0180
MUR-Cal apts. Nor- tested. Excellent qualeve his For local interDi'scont
inued
STOP by & see the new thwood Dr.
potential.
Interview
call
1, 2 or 3 BR. ity. 8650 & up. Cadiz,
9. Situation Wanted
view call between 1
5 Lost and Found
BCS tiller for your fall Now renting.
louvered window
For information call
1-800-527-1193 or.
Ky. 522-8794.
Equal
p m 9 p.m. Mon.
FOR all of your
two black kittens
shutters for inside 'tilling. StokeS tractor, Housing Opportunity. TWO Hogs and one calf.
send
Resume
to
Dairid Parker,
Amy Swingsord
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
fireplace
repair
work
in Southside area
759-4984.
HYDROTEX. P.O Box
From Murray go South on
use. $1.00 per
615-893-2039
Introducing Broker
dampers, gas pipes.
USED aluminum NICE 2 BR
Please call 759-9334 or
121 turn onto Cherry
duplex with
47843, Dept 41 E.
American Future
firebox. chimney
irrigation pipe, 3" thru carport in
pound. While they
502-753-5204
take to Humane
private area, Corner Church road, go,
Dallas, TX 75247
10",
cleaning. For estimates
plastic
roll-out
Systems. Inc
Society.
last.
appliances furnished. past church, 7th house on
Assorted
-Rick- 753-0953.
pipe. Brannan Irriga- No pets. Call
left. 0 C Kimbro home.
753-3343.
sizes.
tion 314-246-2240.
s-18
1 or 2 bedroom Apart.2=Ct.7E:'
601N6
USED
carpeting,
38.
good
Pets-Supplies
MURRA
Y
THEN t..L'HAT
ment near downtown
PROGRAM
F'ROPERL`r 5LEEP
condition; exercise Murray. Call
753-4109
or
ADORAB
LE AKC
LUMBER CO.
SCIPLINE
bicycle: trolling motor. 762-6650.
PROPERO ANC PlERCISE
Alaskan Malamute
104 Maple
Call
753-4788.
TAKING applications puppies. Championship
PROPERLY!
Murray, Ky.
WE have a few new for Section 8 Rent
Bloodline. wormed &
push mowers left at Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3 shots, S150. Call
ELECTRONIC
organ. bargain prices- includ435-4111.
Baldwin. like new. ing the new Hi-Wheel BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky. REGISTERED Bassef
Double keyboard, Push! Stokes Tractor
Equal Housing hound puppies, S weeks
pedals, automatic 753-1319 Industrial Rd.
Opportunity.
old, 8125. Call 435-4525.
rythm. Includes bench
and instruction course.
Ag Brokers Custom
$1495. Call 753-8115.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
HARVEST gold reSpreading Service
WIHEN ThEY
WI4E1•1 TPEY
Gold
frigerator, $275. Call
Silver
'Ag Lime
GAVE YOU
PRIED ME OFF
759-4909 after 5p.m.
Closed
Closed
Ti-ke SNOT?
•Stac-Dust SpreadIng
OF TAE. COUCH IN
QUEEN size waterbed, 6
Yesterday
387.50 Yesterday
5.34
months old, Comforter
'Seed Weed &
THE WAITING ROOM
Opened
Opened
and linen goes with it.
Spreading
Today
377.00 Today
5.15
$150. Call 753-2939.
For
all your fall
Down
10.50 Down
SMALL freezer, excel19
lent conditon, $125.
spreading & seed
Compliments of:
Phone 753-1411 before
needs see
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
9a m. or after 5p.m., all
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Ag Brokers
day Sat.
753-7113
753-4533
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
16. Home Furnishings
Industrial Rd.
We loon money on anything of value
7 FT. print couch with
Hou•s! 10.6 Doily. Closed Sunday
matching solid, large.
I SUPPOSE IT'S NICE THAT
THEN AGAIN,THERE'S
corduroy chair, earth 27, Mobile Homes for Sale
JON LETS THE NEIGHBORHOOD
SOMETHINO TO BE SAJD
tone, $175. Call 753-6002.
• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
10x50 MOBILE home,
KIDS PLAY IN OUR YARD
FOR BARBED WIRE
DINING table, 42"x60", reasonable. Call 753Showtime's Back-To-School Specials
grey tweed formica top, 3015 after 5p.m.
chrome legs, extends to
Rent a VCR
82"; 6 matching chairs, 14856 ATLANTIC, 2 BR,
Mon., Aug. 18 to Fri., noon '9.95
gas,
wood
siding.
Will
upholstered in matchmove & set up. $6500.
Also, Rent 3 Movies, Get 4th 1 Free,
ing fabric. Call 753-6209.
Exchange 1 or all for 99' each, the
FOUR piece American Call 437 4608.
style bedroom suite. Ex- 1971 12x40 MOBIL''
whole week of Aug. 18th
cellent condition. $400. home, 1 BR, utility
THIS WEEKEND SPECIAL
room
with
washer
&
Call 753-7629 after 5 pm.
dryer
hookup,
5
Movies
partially
for 19.95-Due back Mon.
WHIRLPOOL
MICROWAVE ovens as furnished. $2900 Call
VCR Fri.-Mon.'6.95
8 18
J4401 DAV95
753
2928.
low as $4 per week; 25"
Rent 1 Get 1 Free Cards Not Veld During This Special
Magnavox color TV as '81 12x60 MOBILE
RAISE YOUR
Showtime
low as 17 per week; home, 2 BR, 1 3/4 acre,
Dixieland Center
Whirlpool automatic Ky. Lake development.
753 7731
washer as low as 86 per Call 436-2532.
as
99
WOO 991119119
week; Whirlpopl re- SEVERAL 10' & 12'
frigerator as low as $8 mobile homes. Ideal for
per week. Goodyear lake or rental, furnished
NATIONAL FIRM OFFERS
753-0595.
or unfurnished, AC.
Negotiable. 753 5209.
EXCEPTIONAL GROUND
19. Farm Equipment

Apples for
Freezing & Drying
Also Damsons
McKENZIE
ORCHARD
753-4725

6

nUILDING

Eyealia Cerituut

Need
Work??

Huntscat
Riding
Lessons

r

OuP SPECIAL IS DESQ :
LIKE
CHiCN ,
ADUR HuSa,a,K))
c,
MAKES

2 DAMAGES- 18 ft. 3500
bushel grain bins with
new snap on corrugated
floor New 7 1/2 H.P.
fan, gas dryer, complete doors, transition
unloading tubes. 51500.
474-2796

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

10x40 FURNISHED,
natural gas, air conditioned. Near University Prefer 1 person.
Phone 753-3895 after
5p.m.
2 OR 3 BR. furnished or
unfurnished, some new
Musical
22
furniture, natural gasMESA boogie guitar electric, air conamplifier, excellent ditioned. Shady Oaks
condition. Call 753-1292.
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
24. Miscellaneous
Murray No pets. Call
ALTO saxaphone used, 489-2611.
good condition, pair white REAL nice 2 BR with
band shoes, purchased at built-In living room, on
Dennison Hunt, size 5. private lot, near
Murray
real good condition
Part furChild's universal size nished, stove, rehelmet, purchased at frigerator, air cond..
Yamaha Shop good con- washer & dryer hookdition. Call 753-9910.
up. Has large double
ANTENNA with rotar garage. Phone 489-2300
and booster. $200
29. Heating and Cooling
Weights $30. bicycle $15
Call 753-6684.
23.600 BTU Hotpoint air
of slab conditioner. 4 yrs. old.
wood Charley Tubbs used very little. $275
Saw
CiOnden, Tn. Call 753-8951.
901:514V.sInt lifter 7p m
WINDOW air conditioCARPET. approx
ner Phone 753-7273 or
sq: yds . y.ellow, good. 7511-1/86.
condition, $100 Call
30. Business Rentals
753-1766
FARLY Amerkan hide. OFFICE space in
abed & chair. Also, Southside Shopping
3.speed ladles bicycles. Center. Call 753-4509.
Call 474-2765 after 6p m.
7M-0612.

nUNDLES

•

FLOOR OPPORTUNITY
High income possible for the person who
can qualify Sales experience helpful but not
absolutely necessary We will give you the
opportunity to be successful in financial
business. Because of our expansion program, we have an opening in sales management.
For
appointment,
call
1 -800-432-7221

#1
SNACK FOOD
(TOR_DIAME IN U.S.A.)
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
Restock From Car
Work Own Hours
AMERICA'S

$4000 Investment
PHOP
f toTte repedI

WWI
'1811
t.,

INCOME OF $700 WEEK UP
• HASH A6pIK4lions N(11 onsderert Infervpws granted
10 St's t: 01.1A10-If El (ye sr rep64.(1.i6P(K•5
, i•
015 submitii1
-.ref nifsrionrling ti a(11
ttle .folioA.ny
1'
s,-.see
4.sable
0)M
' --1NerE4:6-14-0
INCL. Upf ..1)0CUMf .1111) PP01“ • .
.1tored $4000 for mvenlor,,. !NOW IN HA%.
TImF ot R SPONDiNc,
,..ei rird .Phor,e,
Write Box 1040-K do this paper
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CLASSIFIEDS
38

Pets-Supplies

46

Homes for

Sale

49

Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

Wierray Ledger & Times
53 Services Offered

AKC registered Cocker
Spanial puppies, red
female, mostly white
male, had shots, ready to
go Paris Area. 901-2434966.
REGISTERED English
Setter puppies, champion blood linex- Ghost
Train, Mr. Thor, I'M
Oscar, Flaming Star.
Call 753-9350
41

Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Tuesday
August 19
1105 Elm St.
7 a.m. till
finished
Clothing, glassware,
antiques, bikes.

43.Real

Estate

GOVERNMENT
housing- from $1.00, you
repair. Also, delinquent
....tax- -properti-es and
foreclosure properties.
For info., call lrefundable 4 1-315-7364610,
Ext. 369.
h'OPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous.
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
WE need listings- we
have buyers. Wilson
Real Estate 753-3263.
44.

Lots for Sale

BEAUTIFUL wooded
lot, 2 blocks from
University. $8500. Tripp
Williams, Broker 8z
Solar Home Builder,
753-0563.
._
110N T miss this opportunity .to own 5 wooded
acres only 1 2 mile
from lake. The location
is on KY 1918 near
Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
All it takes is a small
down payment and $141
per month for 36
months. This is at the
low interest rate of 8r;
owner financing_ Ken
Shores Estates
753-7531
TRAILER Lot in Keniana
Shores. Hamlin. lake access. new septic tank.
never used. water and
electric available. Call
436-2289 after 3 pm.

45. Farms for Sale
5 MILES east of
Murray. 31 acres. nice 2
story farm house with
aluminum siding Extra
nice outbuilding. Call
492-8613

53. Services Offered

LOG home on Ky. Lake, 1977 CADILLAC. Kathe1978 FORD F150 Ran
ALL type masonry
approximately 2625 sq. rine Lax. Call 489-2802
ger, 4x4, short wheel
work, block, brick,
ft.. 2 story with full after 6 pm or 753-3142.
base,
$4,000.
Must
to
see
concrete, driveways,
basement, large deck & 1978 DODGE Omni. Calf
appreciate. Call after
sidewalks, patios, house
porch. Extra lot. Great 492-8533.
5p.m.
2204.
489
house for large family. 1979 CHEVY
new
Nova, ft 1986 FORD Ranger, foundations
chimneys or chimney
Must sell. 436-2573 after cyl.. 2-dr.
Call before extra sharp, 4 cyl.,
repair. 25 years ex8p.m. or weekends.
2:30 753-1570.
5 spd., red, chrome perience. Free esNICE, remodeled, 2 1980 CUTLASS
Supreme wheels.. Grand Am timates.
Call Charles
story older home on 1 black, tan
interior, real radfal tires, chrome Barnett
753-5476.
acre lot within five good condition.
Call 753- bumper and bed rails,
miles of town. Large 7292 after
APPLIANCE
5 pm.
sliding rear window and SERVICE, Kenmor
pool and deck with
e
1984 OLDS -98 Regency, louvers. 5000 miles,
satellite. 831.000. Call
4 door, fully equipped. 60,000 mile extened Westinghouse,
753-6185.
Whirlpool. 23 years
51.000 miles, extra warranty. $6800. Make
experience. Parts and
PRICE reduced. 4 BR, 2 sharp.
Call 753-4579 offer. Call 753-7307.
service. Bobby Hopper.
bath, double garage• after 6p.m.
DATSUN, 4 speed. Bob's Appliance Sermuch more. Mid 60's.
1984 PONTIAC Fiero Al condition. Call 753
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Call Bob 753-1492 CenSE, white, 10,000 mi.. 4 2488.
Business 753-4872. 436tury 21 Loretta Jobs
speed, removable sun
'83 FORD Econoline 5848 1homei.
Realtors
roof. loaded with ex- van,
air, ps, pb, excel- APPLIANCE repairREMODELED. Good tras. Bought
new. 1 lent condition. 53850. washerslocation. Near college owner.
dryersExcellent con- Call 753
refrigerators- ranges.
8490.
and shopping. Large dition.
88.000. Call 753air cond. George Hodge
rooms. Upstairs area 5950.
51. Campers
& Son, 10 Dixieland
for expansion. Central
1985 GMC S15, $5500.
Shopping Center 753H/A. Carpet. 836.000.
1974 455 Formula, like 1976 20' Roadranger 4669.
1004 Main. 759-1265.
new. 1979 Chrysler New Camper, with air, sleeps
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
REMODELED 3 Bdrm. Yorker.
$2800. Honda 6. Call 753-5702.
Factory authorized for
home w/vinyl siding, 50, $200. 1985
Yamaha 80 CAMPER trailer, 18 ft., Tappan,
Kelvinator and
carport & attached 4 -wheeler.
$750. Piano nice, air, bath, ref.. gas Brown.
Service on gas
storage building, 2 ceil- 8100. Call
759-9673 or and/or electric, stove, and
electric ranges,
ing fans; gas heat and 753-6438.
two couches. upper
microwaves, dis1/2 basement. Priced
'65 MUSTANG, runs bunk. Call 753-3660.
h w a she rs • reIn 30's. 753-1500.
great, body & interior in COACHMAN 24' deluxe frigerato
rs, etc. Earl
SECLUDED 3 bedroom, good condition.
camper,
air,
awning;
Call 4922 bath, brick home on 15 8466 after 5p.m.
Prowler 27', air, awn: Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
acres east of Murray. '77
FORD LTD 4-dr. ing. Both extra nice. CARPET. installat
ion,
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
Wilt-sell
or
trade.
Call
For more - informattoft
professional service.
Super insulated
or 3 call 7 5 3 - 2 5 7 7 492-8580 or 492-8651.
Also
repairs. SatisfacBR home with passive 7a.m.-8p.m.
tion guaranteed. Glenn
solar green house, 2
'78 L.T.D. Ford 4-door, 53. Services Offered
Bebber
759-1247.
baths, large kitchen &
air, auto..
p.b. 2 MEN want to do yard DAVE'S Window
dining area. Also, cenMany more p.s..
work. Tree trimming. Cleaning Resident
options.
tral heat & air. Nice
ial.
Call 759-1813.
removal of unwanted commercial,.
one & two
corner lot. $48,500. 753trees
shrubbery
'79
&
T-BIRD
,
mow
,
extra
story. References. 10';
0563 Tripp Williams,
yards. light hauling 8r Senior Citizen
Broker & SOLAR clean, auto.. ps. pb. ac,
discount
wood
for
sale.
$2195.
Free
Call
753-8702.
753-9873 or 436-5836.
HOME BUILDERS. .
estimate
753-0680
s.
or
FENCE sales at Sears
WELL built country BIDS will be accepted 759.1683.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
home with four acres on 1981 Ford LTD by
for free estimate for
for sale. 5 rooms, bath, Bank of Murray until
ALUM
INUM
your needs.
upstairs, basement. Aug. *20th. .P.O. Box
deck & porch. 8 miles 1080, Murray, Ky. 42071.
SERVI
CE
CO.
southwest of Murray. attention Collection
Aluminum and vinyl
Middle thirties. Call Dept. Auto may be
Yearry's Tree
siding. Custom trim
inspected at Bank of
753-1664.
work.
Reference
s.
& Yard Service
Murray parking lot at
Call Will Ed Bailey
L.P. Miller & Main St.
Free Estimates
753-0689
CADILLACS, Mer47. Motorcycles
Phone 436-2562
cedes. Porsche. etc.
1981 CB 650 CUSTOM, direct from Govern- FOR home improve753-0789
black with chrome ex- ment. Seized in drug ment 8i repair on interExperie
pced
tras, white letter tires, raids. Available your ior & exterior. Free
includes 2 black fulmer area. Save Sthousands$. estimates. Call 762-4782.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
full faced helmets. $1400 216-453-3000, including GENERAL HOME Sawmill on Poor Farm
REPAIR. 15 years exor best Offer. 753-4091 or Sunday, Ext. A547.
Rd. Buyer
starang
perience Carpentry,-753-9164 after 6p.m.
timber. Call '753-7528,
NEED to sell- 19711 concrete., plumbin
g.
1983 HONDA Aero Fairmont, standard
JOINER'S complete
Scooter, red,' good con- shift. Reasonably roofing, siding. NO JOB tree service,
32 yrs.
TO
SMALL.
Free
esdition. 1500 miles. priced. Call 753-0172
timates. Days 753-6973, experience. Also,
Phone 1-345-2735.
after 5p.m.
stumps
mechanic
ally
nights 474-2276.
'78 YAMAHA 650
GENERAL Building removed 10" below
special. $550 Call 753- 50. Used Trucks
surface.
Call
753-0366.
Repair- 20 years ex
7283.
1965 1;2 TON Chevy perience. Roofing & LEE'S CARPET
truck, short bed, $900. painting, indoor & out- CLEANING. For all
Fair condition. 6 cylin- door. Odd jobs. No job your carpet 8r upholst49.Used Cars
ery cleaning. For a free
der. Call 435-4458.
to small. 474-8057.
estimate .call.1967 RALLY Sport 1966 FORD plekup, -rime
Satisfied references.
Camaro. needs fender. good. Phone 753-8430.
LICENSED Electrician
has all other parts. Call 1973 CHEVY longbed,
for residential and
753-4763.
307 V-8, automatic
commercial. Heating
1970 CAMARO Super trans.. ps. am-fm cassand air condition, gas
Sport, blue, sharp with ette, good tires, extra
installation and repair.
lots of extras. Call 492- good & clean condition.
Phone 753-7203.
8466 after 5p.m.
$1995. Call 435-4338
Installi
ng
city
1974 MONTE Carlo. anytime.
sewer, water lines
needs new engine, body 1974 DATSUN pickup.
ROOFING
in very goo shape. 1977 Honda Accord,
& septic tanks. All
Metal & Shingles.
Asking $325 Call 762- 5-speed. Call for intypes backhoe
Aluminum & Vinyl
6727 after 8p.m.
formation 436-2868
work.
Siding.
1976 CHtVROLET evenings.
Monte Carlo, ps. pb. air. 1975 DODGE pickup
Free estimates
new front tires, $1400. D-100 Adventurer,
ps,
Call
759-1600
30
Years
Experience
Call 753-1315
Pb, air. Call 435 4354
after 6p.m

RENT ME COMPANY
503 Walnut St.
We rent construction equipment,
large & small.
753-3062

53. Services Offered

53 Services Offered

53

MASONRY work- brick
block, stucco. No job to
big or to small
Specializing in mobile
home. Call 901-243.4104.
MITCHELL Paving.
Commercial. residential. I.arge or
small. 30 years experience. Call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative maintenance. Roofs. floors,
plumbing, wiring.
hurricane straps 7594850
MOODY 'S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery
All work
guaranteed Call 753.
5668.

PAINTING --- Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential. Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris. 759-1987
ROOFING, Siding,
Concrete work, Additions, Painting.
General Carpentry
P.A. Molony
753-8628
Free Estimates

SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing

MOWING. hauling,
bushes & trees pruned
or removed, spray unwanted weeds. etc, Call
759-4808 or 759-9661 7
evenings per week
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing You
name it. I do it You
buy, I install
You
break, I fix Call 436.
2868. evenings

Barnhill. 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SUMMER Is the time to
either deadwood; or
remove diseased and/or unwanted trees.
For all your needs- call
Bover's Tree Service.
theprofessionals at
753-0338.
WrT BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
WE buy, sell & repair
air conditioners Dill
Electric 759-1577

Hubert Coles
Antiques
492-8714
IS ILI. .tio bushhogging
and order gardens Call
753-S594,
W11.1. fij bushhogging
Call 753.7746 or 753-9615.

Services Offered

machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth

Refinish &
Repair Work
Experienced
& Qualified
Also For Sale Depression and
Fiesta Glassware,
Oak Furniture

115 South 13th Street •,
Murray. Kentucky 42071'
502-753-3492

55

Feed and Seed

1-1AY. Red Clover,
Clara. Timothy, Orchard grass Call 7534454 or 759-9428.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCI

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Such • Oak • Walnut • Chwnr •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE IS FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By 5 Sea Our DHOWS
•

•

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

•
•

.
•
.
9
•Soun
40
eboury•Coircl
.

753-5940•
OOO.00OOOOO ••

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
. And Save For A Handy Refere
nce)

753-9224

Three bedroom home with 3
lakeview lots, $35,500.
Two bedroom, all electric cottage,
lakeview lot, $20,500.
615-331-6066

Extra Nice Trucks
Call or see at
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
753-9872

205 North 4th St.-753-4110

John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
Custom Trim Work. References.
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trane and Correa', dealer
for sales and service In Murray

to join

Brenda's Beauty Salon
"Suitor Cuts Guys & Gals"
Oper Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p•ITI
Thurs & Frt 7 m.-6 p.m
Sat 8 cm -5 p m

TRAIN

and Calloway County.
$02 Chestnut.

Evenings by °pin.
Untie Jeffs Shopping Center

753-8181

Poison Control
753-7588

T & M Cleaning

HOWARD DUNCAN OWNER

Free Estimates
Licensed. insured 8. bonded

Truck Wash

,
PT 2 BOX 45A

MURRAY

492-8254

Starting A New Business?
..'

Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating
753-8201
211 Main

'
,carpets •IL.pholstery
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Call 753-5527
E ,.. ,pates Welcomed

Dunnaway's Body Shop
Bus. 753-8730

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio
12-10 p.m.

Res. 753-6965

MI
CHELIN
BicAust

s

YOUR nRis

:, •

. t

753-0079

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

50 MUCH IS ROW

*--

Hill Electric

Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.

404 N. 4th Street
Murray. KY 42071

s..--ft..*

c,

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

A:---<:•0

753-5131 753-6952

CARROLL

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

- a 14r i y '',
Haw air kr IV, 0 W I1

Tire &

Wheel Alignment

•info

Rod Wheel Alignmt
en
•Comport.,i•d Wheel lielont.ng
110) Po Lis
INter,OV K Y

Your Ad Could
Appear Here

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559
/ ION..1% I'M All (htelSiOns

1 vay

.flI,.Ior t

.
15021

l'o },1 ("yourad in thenitil-A-Siirviee
-,,,,, -,„,,,
eall: iaa-i,10
Equal Opportunity Employer

COFFLI MEI*AL CENTER
Ser.insCakeIi urs. awe 1954

Nlonda% -Frick% 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
M/F

a
•

_

753-9562

15 Years Experience

,.-.........,

,

24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential

•Free Estimates

1489
753
'

-

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

Lee's Carpet Cleaning

ON

Commercial

KY 4201
7

CENTER

...

A $500 relocation bonus is available for nurses who are dedicated to the nursin
g
profession.
A current Tennessee license is required. All positions are available immediately.
We offer a very competitive salary and benefit program including 2 weeks
vacation, nine holidays, sick leave, tuition reimbursement and a tax-deferred annuit
y program is available.
If we are what you are looking for and you are a qualified candidate, call or
send
a resume to: Vickie Hoppe, RN, Associate Administrator for Nursing
Coffee Medical Center
1001 McArthur Drive
Manchester, TN 37355
615-728-3586, ext. 209

Sell auto luggage racks

Prompt & Professional-Residential 8

us...

REGISTERED NURSES
*Supervisor - full time, 3-11 shift, experience required
*Emergency Room - part-time
*Med/Surg - full-time, 3-11 shift
*Obstetrics - full-time
*OR/Recovery - part-time, experience required
*In-service coordinator - part-time, experience required

Center Dr off 641 N

Behind old Boston Tea Party
M F 85

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

am..uxis
RENTAL'SALES

Weare looking for professionals who want a challenging yet rewarding position at
a progressive acute-care facility in a rural setting.
We are a publicly owned general hospital in Middle Tennessee off 1-24, betwe
en
Nashville and Chattanooga.
As a result of continued growth, full and part-time positions are available for:

75345132

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

PH 502 759 4034 DAYS
502 753 1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

....

4000 Specialty items to choose from

15 years experience
Residential & Commercial

Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689 (502)
489-2580 (502) 345-2602

Specialty Advertising
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Dote Planners

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

Aluminum Service Co.

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW
(502) 753-3299

Police
91 1

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center

4 WHEEL
DRIVES
1985 Chev. swb
14000 m.
1979 Chev. swb
65000 m.

•
II*

911

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Located 16 miles north of Paris
Landing and 8 miles South of
Murray, Ky.

you qualified

GREENHOUSES and
sun rooms. starting
with your patio foundation. Enjoy the outside
all year. Custom built
energy saver homes.
Contracted or hourly. So.
lar home builders
TrIW Williams 753-0563.
Gi.=ERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
NAMILTON Cultured
Marble. tops- sinks.
panels. custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate

,_ .
, Dial-A-Service
..

Two Quiet Opportunities

Are

PAGE 15

aturdm 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

T53-04112

I•••

-
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a
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Reporting domestic violence seen as way
of preventing its recurrence, officials say
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Reporting domestic violence to
police is an effective means of
preventing its recurrence, according to federal figures that
also show most law enforcement
officials classify such assaults
as misdemeanors.
About 41 percent of the married women who were attacked
by their husbands or exhusbands but did not call the
police were assaulted again
within an average of six months.
Yet only 15 percent of the

women who alerted police were
assaulted again, according to
figures released Sunday by the
Bureau of Justice Statistics.
The report said a National
Crime Survey found that about
two-thirds of the incidents would
be classified in most states as
"simple assault." which is a
misdemeanor, according to the
report. One-third would fall into
the category of "rape." "robbery" or "aggravated assault,"
which are felonies.
However, the injuries suffered

by more than half the women
whose assaults would be
classified -as misdemeanors
were as serious or more serious
than injuries suffered in 90 percent of all the violent crimes
that would be classified as
felonies, the report said.
"The tendency to classify
these crimes as misdemeanors
rather than felonies may give
the impression that domestic
violence against women is less
serious than it actually is," the
report said.

Hear America's Favorite Newscaster
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

PAUL HARVEY

GM

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

6—Times Daily—Mon.-Fri —6
(Also Once On Saturdays)

A feast oh the fence

NIBS-1340

A squirrel ttnjos an ear of corn on Ronald trotich's.hackyard fence at 1413 Dudley. Crouch said the
is a frequent isitor to the family garden. where he helps himself to the tomatoes.

`Equirrel

Hurricane (lump rain on North Carolina

Charley gives indirect relief to state
— HutCharley, which dumped
rain on coastal regions of
:
•
%irolina, only indirectly
•I the, state's drought
meteorologists said
•
!..! storms lingered over
.1.EIGH. N.C. 4AP)
-5

lied western North
Carolina most (it Sunday. pouring ?. inches, of rain in the small
tow n Of Tf 4011.
'Those thunderstorms came
from a 44 eak I ti lugh of IOW
lirought-park

proT-T -Tll

hut

tribute some moisture to it."
said Jan Price of the weather
service here. "The rain from the
hurricane didn't come in too far.
In fact, the heaviest rains stayed
offshore."

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

$300

WAAW-103.7

7:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
12:30 Noon
2:30 P.M.
3:30 p.m.
Sat.
Sat.
11:30 A.M. - 12:30 Noon
Tune In WNBS-AM 1340 Every
Night 9:05 p.m. To 6 a.m. For
MUSIC COUNTRY NETWORK
Direct From Nashville

Cash Rebate
on 10-20-30
Series Trucks
Big Pickups & 1 Tons
2 Wheel or 4 Wheel Drive
Through August 22

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
753.2617

611 S. Murray
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SURGEON GENERALlS WARNING! Owning Smoking
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
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SUMMER FAVORITES

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED WITH COUPON INSIDE

LOOK INSIDE FOR VALUABLE COUPONS

••••••••••••1111.1.

•••••:•••••••••••
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••••••••••••••........•
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N FOOD FOR LESS
iitEACH

J
CRISCO

COOKING OIL I

GALLON JUG
WITH ONE FILLED"FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

64 OL SIZE
s3.39

39

EAPE
ELLY

KR

S

01

2 LB. JAR
WITHWITHONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

iiiir
®
4
1
79
DETERGENT
50nct

MTh ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

UPTON

TEA

BAGS

100 CT.

'2"REG.

,219

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICA

ARMOUR

TREET
12 OZ. CAN

790

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

. .. •
,s4:1,•

----_..-v.

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

POST

SUGAR

RAISIN BRAN

GTH THIS COUPON
5LBN.WOBIAPURCHIIRIED
CLOMUIPO1NPEXRPFIARMEISLAYUG.24

BIG 2030IIITH
OZ.BOX COUPON
LIMI T1HPIESXRCPFIARUMEPISOLNAYUG.24
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

14OZ.0N3CAN
FANS
25c
WCOUPON
IUMTHTT1HPIESXOF
RCPFIARMEPISOLNAYUG.24

COUPON

BAR-B-QUE SAUCE

DOG FOOD

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

ARMOUR

PARADE
2B0OXZ. COUPON
LWIMTIHT 1HPIESXRCOUPOO
PFIARMEISLAYUG.24
SUGAR FRE 2QT
LCOUPONIMIT 1 PEXRCPOFIAURMEISLAYUG.24
COUPON

COUPON

SUGAR
FROSTED FLAKES

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

KOOL AID

•

41140HIS

COUPON

COUPON

PARADE

VIENNA SAUSAGE
BAR SOAP

7 OZ. BAR

BUSH

3

BLACK EYE PEAS

49c
69c
lo°

5 OZ.

DIAL FAMILY SIZE

150Z. CAN?

BARBARA DEE ASSORTED

COOKIES

-

200Z.

PARADE
46 OZ. CAN

MAYONNAISE

89

QT. JAR

$129

MCCORMICK'S

BLACK PEPPER
FOLGERS DECAFFEINATED

COFFEE
PURE & NATURAL BATH

$129 BAR SOAP
c

TOMATO JUICE
810 JOHN

COUPON

OPEN PIT ISOZ.
Itup.O
FF
CLIOMUIPTO1NPEREXPFIARMEISLAYUG.24
COUPON

ALPO ANY FLAVOR

COUPON

COUPON

PURE

TICKET

SODA

$
40Z.

69

$379
3 99c
59c

13 OZ. VACUUM BAG

:A°
4

2 LITER

7%0Z

POTATO
CHIPS•

•

nor,

C.

41.

.0,

'
4444..."41411.141.14......1.411141.•

•

LEAN
ANGMUND CHUCK

n
4 LB. OR MORE LB.$15°

WE THINK IT'S THE "BEST IN TOWN"

HO LY Fi

GROUND
BEEF

F

FRESH RE ULAR

FRESH DAILY GROUND BEEF

PATIIE MIX

3 LBS. OR MORE LB.78

MAR ET
HUNTER

SLIC DI
FIELD'S OLOGN

LUN H N
METZGE RIVER

CHU K E
U.S. CHOICE BONE I
VP

WHOLE BEEF
RIB EYE

;ROGAN PURE

PO K
SA SA

SUCED FREE

2 LB.

AILA1

kmapipp.

•••••.

•

^Mr

‘,

•

QUA TY MEATS

10

Y FARMS MIXED CUT PARTS

YERS

WHOLE FRYERS

LB.
R

LB.

ULAR OR HOT

ET MADE SAUSAGE

'ER

IC D BACON
Es LOGNA,P&P,SALAMI
H MEATS

BLUE BELL ROPE STYLE
LB.$1
.29

$169

120Z. ea

$I 39
120Z.

GE RIVERSIDE

IU K BOLOGNA

59C

L.79C

POLISH SAUSAGE

$1 89
LB. la

WHOLE SMOKED

JOWL BACON
TENNESSEE PRIDE HEAT & EAT

SAUSAGE & BISCUITS

.99'
$1 79
91/2 OZ.

Ai

MRS. WEAVERS PIMENTO

CHEESE SPREAD

$169

•111•1.

130Z. IL

•

TYSON ALL WHITE
MEAT CHICKEN
DIPPERS OR

IAN

EASTA
FILLETS

...
rwarowv,

t
•

•

• 4

•

HUNTS
„idle

h ss'VEf
fier
MEW- . ,thfi•
p,Li T*7.-

HAVE YOUR
BLOOD PRESSURE
CHECKED

MANWICH
15 OZ. 3
CAN

TICKET

SODA

2 LITER

PREE TEA BAGS
GENERIC

ANOTHER
tERVICE OF

590

ac
9.,

100 CT. BOX

PUREX LIQUID

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

$149
320Z.

PARADE ORANGE

dem.10

DUTCH

BREAKFAST DRINK

$199
BIG 27 OZ.

KRAFTS

66g

Mg*:

"cstasergegratissA
411•1

IMO egg g•

gilk

1•••

IN STORE

99 MARSHMALLOWS
5
IJ =1 BAKED FRESH DAILY
JUST LIKE HOME
4
$29
CAKE

C

42 OZ.

100Z. BAG

AVAILABLE
Sri:MR

8” CHECKERBOARD

2 LB.8 OZ.

POTATO

DINNER ROLLS
CINNAMON
CRACKED

WHEAT BREAD

1 LB. LOAF

MIRY

CAKE DONUTS

FOR

8

C SUGAR TWIST
OLD FASHION
COOKIES
.9

NUN 99C

6.$1"
679c

•

0

O.

•

‘s,

............

..•,..•••••••

a

FROZEN
VALUES
PRAIRIE FARMS

SHERBET
ASSORTED
FLAVOR

/
1
2 GALLON

COOL WHIP

C

89
29

TOPPING

80Z.

PARADE FROZEN

C

LEMONADE

60Z.CAN

FRESH

FROM

KRAFTS PHILADELPHIA

HEATH

ICE CREAM BARS

6PACK

$2
29

BOOTHS FISHER BOY

FISH STICKS

$I 39
1 LB BOX
db

THE DAIRY CASE
PARADE

CREAM
CHEESE

c son
8 OZ.

OLEO

3LB PLASTIC BOWL
Ilr

KRAFTS UTE & LIVELY AMERICAN

CHEESE

$179
120Z.-16SLICES

KRAFT MILD OR MEDIUM CHUNK

CHEESE

$1 59
80Z. BAR IL

LITE FLUFF

BISCUITS

KRAFT'S

1.

VELVEETA
CHEESE

2 LB.

8 OZ. CAN

C
19

PRAIRIE FARM

COTTAGE CHEESE
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ALL PRICESCOOD I FULL WEER
AUG. 111 TRIM AUG. 24 IN ALL STORES
EXCEPT METROPOLIS AD GOOD
•
AUG. IS TRUR AUG. 26.
QUANTITY MATS NESERVEI)
NOISE SOLO TO DEALERS

•

bIr
•
•

-

4114

011,

4,01•
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GARDEN STYLE
FRESH & RIPE

(Is

CALIFORNIA
IELD FRESH

BROCCOLI
BUNCH

JUMBO-TASTY HONEY DEW

MELONS

EACH

A /ft C FANCY "SALAD LETTUCE"

JUMBO "NEW CROP" SLICING SIZE

YELLOW ONIONS

nnc
2.uu

89 CALIFORNIA
AVOCADOS
a

$1

2LBS. FOR

011V

RED OR GREEN LEAF

LB

89

WANT TO BUY FOOD FOR LESS?

A
LOT
LESS?
YOU CAN WITH THOSE FREE FOOD FOR LESS CERTIFICATES AT

411110.1101•1141OMM07411
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